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Friday, the ninth of April) I9I5’Dr. William Orris Mann, Who for
`ノSixteen yea‘rS WaS the faithful and competent Superintendent of the
Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital’died from pneumonia fo11owing a
Surgical operation.
Dr. Mam was bom in RandoIph, Massachusetts, October I9タI869, less
than 46 years a‘gO. He was one of a family of six children・ His early
education included attendance at the public schooIs of his native town,
and at the Thayer Academy from which he graduated in I887. Two years
thereafter, in October・ I889, he matriculated in Boston University SchooI
Of Medicine・ and after industriously and creditably pursuing the full curric-
ulum of three years was graduated, and in Jme, I892, reCeived from Bos七。n
University the degree of Doctor of Medicine・ Immediately after recelVlng
his medica‘1 degree Dr. Mam was appointed Assistan七Physician at the
State Hospital for the Insane at Westboro, Massachusetts, and創1ed this
POSition with credi七to himself and advantage to the institution for three
years, When, in the Spring of I895, he was selected to制the position of
Assistant Superintendent at the State Hospital for the Insane a七Fergus
Falls, Mimesota・ Here in one of the largest hospi七als of its kind in the
COuntry he obtained the experience which later was to be made to serve
With such notable success our own hospitaL
In I899 Dr. Mann was elected Superintendent of the Massachuse七ts
Homceopathic Hospital and held the position at the time of his death. For
Sixteen years unremittingly he devoted the best of his energy, his thought,
his time and his life to the interests of the Hospital.
Dr. Mann was a member of the American Medical Associa七ion, the Amer-
ican Ins七itute of Homceopathy which he joined in I90O, the Massachusetts
Medical Society, the Boston Ho皿ceopa,thic GynacoIogical Society and
the Americanl Hospital Association・ At the amual conven七ion of the Amer_
ican Hospital Association held in Detroit, he was elected its president, an
honor highly appreciated by him, and one which not only gave him deep
Pleasure but testified to the high esteem and regard which the Association
entertained for him・ He felt the responsibility which was attached to this
O蹄ce, but was looking forward with high an七icipation to the next amual
meeting of the Association to be held at San Francisco in June. Dr. Mann
WaS also a member of several Masonic bodies.
It was particularly as an organizer and executive officer that Dr. Mam,s
ab址ty and force of character found opportunity for worthy service. He
POSSeSSed an unusual business sagacity and of his administra,tive ability
0㌢
there cannot be divergent opmions. He loved to have a11 things methodi-
Ca,11y arranged, tO have a11 the functions of a great institution thoroughly
CO-Ordina七ed and capa,ble of the most inti皿a七e and fric七ionless co-OPera-
tion. No details of management, from engineering, rePairing and house-
keeping to nursing and the technica,1ities of medical and surgical treatmen七,
Were tOO insignificant to attrac七his keen and watchful eye. Wastefuhess
and ex七ravagance could not flourish in his presence. To him the Hospital
WaS eVerything, and all things comected with it he jealously guarded. He
WaS Ioyal to i七s best interests, and worked for them with unusual singleness
Of purpose. Its resources he carefully conserved, and to the expansion of
the Hospital,s usefulness and the enhancing of its repu七ation he brought
unbounded energy, untiring industry, alertness, reSOurCefulness, Self-
reliance and initiative・ During Dr. Mann,s period of service the Homceo-
pathic Medical Dispensary三which ha,d exis七ed independently for 6o years
became the Ou七-Patient Department of the Hospital (I9O6) ; the John C.
Haynes Memorial for Contagious Diseases was erected and opened, increa,S-
ing the capacity of the Hospital by I5O Or mOre beds (I9O8); the Evans
Departmen七of Clinical Research and Preventive Medicine was instituted,
Still further enlarging the Hospital’s facilities (I9I2) ; the Cla,rk Ward for
Children and the Nash House for Convalescen七Men were established; and
during the recent months work on the new Maternity Department has been
rapidly progressing. In addi七ion to all this, many mnOVa,tions have been
made in the Hospital work, SuCh as instituting an Ambulance Service, an
X-Ra,y Department) and reorganizing the Medical and Surgical Sta鮮・
With a11 these evolutions Dr. Mann has had his burdens increased, and
With each there has been a corresponding increase in the legi七imate pride
he has taken in the institution,s accomplishments; an undemons七rative
Pride which was repressed by a di鯖dence and dislike of ostentation.
One side of Dr. Mam’s nature may not have been generally observed
On a,CCOunt Of a certain brusqueness which was habitual; a,nd that was a
marked gentleness and tender sympathy for children which in his hospital
inspections had frequen七opportunities for manifestation・
In the prime of life, in the very acme of his great usefulness, he was sud-
denly removed from the field of his activities, and a11 comected with or
interested in the welfare of the Hospital unitedly moum his Ioss.
Voled: That this tribu七e to Dr. Mann be placed on the records of the
COrPOration ・
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Facts of Interest
I 85 5’Act of Legislature establishing Hospital.
|87 |, Hospital opened, January 23d.
First loca,ted at [4 Buroughs Place, Boston.
Nunber of beds when openedタ|6.
エ874, Hospital moved to East Coneord St. and one budding
erected.
Nunber of beds, 4O.
r884, Surgical wing opened.
|885, Training School for Nurses established.
工89], Medical Wing and Surgical amex erected.
工897, Matemfty Department at 4O West Newton St. opened,
J血y重S七.
I897, Nurses’Home on Stoug址on St. erected.
I9O6’Homccopa咄c Medical Dispensary, Which had been in
existence for sixty years, became the Out-Patient De.
P紬tment of the Hospital, Februany.
|9O8, John C. Haynes Memorial for contagious diseases erected
at Allston St., Brighton, COSting nearly $3OO,O∞.
]9]2, Evans Memorial for Clinical Research a,nd Preventive
Medicine, COSting $巧5,OOO.
I88o’Nunber of in-Patien七s treated, [9O.
I89O, Number of inpatients treated, 683.
[9OO, Nrmber of血-Patients treated, 2,284.
I9I 5, Nrmber of in-Patients treated, 7,94.7.
Tota,l伽mber of in-Patients treated since opening Hos-
車七al, 82,928.
I9[5’Number of visits of out-Patients, 44,094.
I9[5, Total expenditure, $262,758.5O.
Nunber of beds, 5O6.
Weekly per capita cost, $|5.47.
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Act of Incorporation
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
CHA耽ER 4II OF∴THE Acrs oF I855
AN Aer ro INCORPORATE THE MASSACHUSETTS HoMCEOPATHIC HospITAL
Be jf鋤αC融bッ弓he Semタe αnd Ho附e Of ReクγeSe個細めeふ言桝Ge鵬γ0(
Co妨αSSembled, α糊d bγ鵬の初hoγ砂o声he 5α筋e, αS follo雄心:
SECT重ON I. That Otis Clapp, John P. Jewett, Jacob Sleeper, Charles
B. Hall, George Bancroft, John D. Richardson, Adam W. Thaxter’Jr.,
Simon G. Cheever, Otis Tufts, Robert L. Robbins and James Dennie’
Jr., and their associates and successors are hereby made a corporation
by the name of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital・ With all the
powers and privileges, and subject to all the duties, liabilities・ and
restrictions set forth in the forty-fourth chapter of the Revised
Statutes; Said Hospital to be located in Boston・
sECT. 2. Said corporation may take and receive’hold’Purchase, and
possess, Of and from all and any person or persons disposed to aid the
benevolent purposes of this institution any devises and grants of lands
and tenements, in fee simple and otherwise’and any donations and
bequests of money or other property’tO be used and improved for
the erection, SuPPOrt’and maintenance of a hospital for sick persons・
SECT. 3. The property to be holden by said corporation shall not
exceed in value two加ndred thousand dollars, Of which one-half may
be in real estate.
SECT. 4. Said corporation may establish by-1aws and rules for the
govemment and regulations of its affairs, and may provide therein
for the∴election of such officers as may be thought proper.
SECT. 5. This act shall take effect upon its passage・
AppγOtIed May I9, I855.
CHAPTER 26 oF THE AcTS OF I884.
AN AcT∴冒O AuTHO最工ZE∴THE MASSACHUSETTS HoM偶OPATHIC Hosp重TAI.
TO HoLD A。DITIONAL R患AL AN。 PERSONAL EsTATE.
Be存enα〆ed b少子he Senαte αnd Ho附e OヂRe〆e5e研α海e詳細Gene面
C。%γt αふSembled,鋤d bのhe αu雷hoγ訪ソO声he的鯛e, α$ follo郷;
S玉CTION r. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital is authorized・
for the purposes set forth in its act of incorporation, tO hold property
to the amount of six hundred thousand dollars, Of which orle-half may
be in real estate.
SECT. 2. This act sha11 take e籍ect upon its passage.
A♪♪γ0ひed Feb.重8,重鍵4・
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CHAPT旗358 oF T最E A頃s oF I890.
AN AcT IN FAVOR OF THE MASSACHUSETTS HoM髄OPATHIC Hosp|TAL.
Be諦emできed bγ青he Senoきe and Ho郷e Of I海γeSel励めeふ,諦Ge海面I
Co鋤汚餌se伽bled,鋤d母Jhe a妨ho訪ソO声he $αmP’e, αS /ol′o級I3:
SECTION I. There sha11 be allowed and paid otlt Of the treasury of
the Commonwealth a sum not exceeding one hundred and twenty thou-
Sand dollars i11 aid of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital, a
Charitable corporation, Organized under the law§ Of this Commonwealth
and located in the City of Boston, tO be expended by the Trustees
thereof, for the purpose of building and furnishing an addition to the
PreSent building, Or for building a new building for the generar pur・
POSeS Of said、 Hospital.
SECT. 2. In consideration of the graIlt PrOVided for in Section one,
the Trustees of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital shall pro-
Vide for a representation on their board of five members, tO be
appointed by the Govemor with the advice and consent of the Council,
during the present year, aS follows: tWO for three years, tWO for
two years, and one for orre year; and at the expiration of their re-
SPeCtive terms of service appointment sha11 be made for a term of
three years; a11d in further consideration thereof the said Hospital
Shall forever maintain not less than twenty free beds.
SECT. 3. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital shall accept and
COmPly with the provisions of this act to the satisfaction of the Gov-
ernor and Council, Within thirty days from its passage.
SECT. 4. All bi11s for expenditures under this act shall be presented
to the Auditor of the Commonwealth for approval, and certified to the
Govemor and Council in the same manner as other daims against
the Commonwealth; PrOVided that no larger sum than sixty thou-
Sand dollars shall be paid during the year eighteen hundred and ninety.
SECT. 5. This act shal】 take effect upon its passage.
Al♪γO年Ied June 3,工890.
CHAP腿R 45 OF∴THE AcTS OF I89I.
AN AcT∴TO AuTHOnIZE THE MASSACHUSETTS HoMCEOPATHIC HospITAL
TO HoLD ADI)ITIONAI. PROPERTY.
Be存emc青ed bγ青he Se′融e αnd Ho桝∫e Of Reクreふe1壷のめeら読Ge彬γα′
CoIIrt α5∫embled, αnd b少青he au脇or砂of iheふame, 05 follo句的:
SECTION I. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital is authorized,
for‾the purposes set forth in its act of incorporation, tO hold property
to the amount o王one million two hundred thousand dollars.
SECT. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passagc.
A♪♪γOeIed March 6, I89I.
(
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CHAPTER 98 or THE AcTS OF I8妙
AN Acで∴TO AuTHOREZE TE鴫MASSACHUSETTS HoM伍OPATHIC HospIでAL
ro HoI.D PROPERTY TO THFL AMOUNT OF TH腿E MILLION DoLLARS.’
Be高enαCきed b申he Se第αte α海Ho鵬e OヂReクγeSe胸まわe5,わGe桝eγ4!
Co鮪汚α∫∫emb′ed, α脇d b3圧he α諦hor砂of脇eぶαme, α$ follo雄心:
SECTION I. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital is hereby
authorized, for the purposes set forth in its act of incorporation’to
hold property to an amount not exceeding three million do11ars・
SECT. 2. This act sha11 take e節ect upon its passage.
A碑γ0ぐ′ed Feb. 24,重8焚.
CHAPTER I37 OF THE AcTS or I898.
AN AcT∴TO AuTHORIZE THE HoM伍OPATHIC ME。ICAL DISPENSARY∴TO
TRANS田取]TS FuNDS AND PROPERTY ro THE MASSACHUSETTS
HoM偶OPA富HIC HospITAI,.
Be諒e的のC青ed by脇e Se鵬細の融財o鵬e Of氏eクγeSe海の舶eふれGeneγ蘭
Co諦αふふembled, and byきhe α蹄hoク・存γ Oチタheふame, α$ follo郡:
SECT|ON I. The Homceopathic Medical Dispensary’incorporated by
Chapter one hundred and ninety-One Of the acts of the year eighteen
hundred and fifty-Six, and the trustees thereof’are hereby authorized
to transfer, aSSign, Set OVer’and convey all the funds and property
now or hereafter held by it or血em for the charitable purposes of
said dispensary to the ′Massachusetts Hom⊂eOPathic Hospital言ncor-
porated by Chapter four hundred and eleven of the acts of the year
eighteen hundred and fifty-five’and said Massachusetts Homceopathic
Hospital is hereby authorized to receive and accept the same’and to
hold, manage, uSe, and dispose of the same as the trustees of the said
Hospital may from time to time deem best for the fulfilment of the
charitable purposes of a dispensary.
SECT. 2. This act shall take effectやon its passage.
Aクproz′ed hねrch 3, I8焚・
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Officers of the Hospital, 1916
占めnoγaγツPresdd鋤l
CHARLES R. CODMAN　　_
Preside海
EDWARD H. MASON
Vi`e-Preside海s
WALTER W・ WESSELHOEFT, M.D. ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK
壇ENRY S. GREW RussELL S. CoDMAN
Tすusiees
MAJOR TALBOT AI‘DRICH MRS. RoBERT D. EvANS
MRS. THOMAS BAILEY ALDRTCII HENRY S. GREW
MRS. FRANCIS R. ALLEN
EzRA H. BAKER
MISS SusAN P. BAKER
GEORGE D. BLISS, M.D.
LEROY S. BROWN
IsAAC W. CHICK
J・ WILR|NSON CLAPP, M.D.
B. PRESTON αAR藍
MISS ELEANOR A. CLARK
CHAELES R. CoDMAN
RussELL S. CoDMAN
MRS. CosTELLO C. CoNVERSE
CHARLES F. DowsE
W皿LIAM B. H. DowsE
ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK
MRS. JoHN C. HAYNES
HERBERT D. HEATHFIELD
MISS IsABELLA F. KEYES
EDWARr) H. MASON
GEORGE W. MosES
N. EMMONS PAINE, M.D.
CHARI,ES J. PRESCOTT
ELWYN G. PRESTON
WH,LIAM S. RICHARDSON
WAI,LACE F. RoBINSON
CHARLES E. RoGERSON
JoHN P. SuTHERLAND, M,D.
CRANMORE N. WALI,ACE
WALTER WESSELHOEFT, M.D.
EDMUND A. WHITMAN
WILI,IAM F. WHIでTEMORE
GEORGE W. MosES
N. EMMONS PAINE’M.D.
CHARm,ES E. RoGERSON
ELWYN G. PRESTON
GEORGE D. BLISS’M.D.
S従γeめ?γ
EzRA H. BAKER, 23 Ames Bldg・, Boston
・7
TすeαSuγeγ
ARTHUR F. Es冒ABROOK, I5 Sta,te St., Boston
Fiク的綿のαmmi彬e
EzRA H. BAKER HENRY S. GREW
CHARLES F. DowsE
αmm擁eeげ脇γS αnd施αnS
WILLIAM F. WHITTEMORE IsAAC W. CHICK
MRS. RoBERT D. EvANS MRS. F. R. ALLEN
CHARLES J. PRESCOTT MRS. C. C. CoNVERSE
W. S. RICHARDSON
PRESIDENT, Ex-OFFICIO
B. PRESTON’CLARK
αmm擁ee ol∂ Nominaiions
EzRA H. BAKER
MRS. THOMAS BAILEY ALDRICII
R. S. CoDMAN
Hosクitαl αmm脇ee
PRESIDENT, Ex-OFFICIO
MRS. THOMAS BAILEY ALDRICH
ELWYN G. PRESTON
HENRY S. GREW
V巌〆ng Cbmmi鵜es巧′Om Pめ. J, J9J5, io擁b. J, J9J6
重9重5
Feb. MRS. HAYNES, MR. WALLACE, MR. R. S. CoDMAN
Mar. MRS. CoNVERSE, MRS. EvANS, MR. PRESCOTT
Apr. MISS CLARK, MR. C. R. CoDMAN, MR. W. S. RICHARDSON
May MISS KEYES, DR. BLISS, DR. SuTHERLAND
June MR. RoGERSON, MR. HEATHFIELD
July
Aug.
Sept. MR. ALDRICII, MR. MosES
Oct.　MISS BAKER, MR. WH重TMAN
Nov. MRS. ALLEN, MR. WHITTEMORE
Dec. DR. PAINE, MR. BROWN
重9重6
Jan.　MR. C. F. DowsE, MR. W. B. H. DowsE
Each visitor is expected to visit at least twice during the month a,SSigned
and oftener if possible; tO register in the visiting bock and to report any
SuggeStions to the Hospital Committee.
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S嬢erわきende融
HENRY M. PoLLOCK, M.D.
A ssis細初Su夕eγinie縮め海
EDWIN R. LEWIS, M.D.
Reside海PhγS巌のク匂αク0d S%rgeOm
SAMUEI, A. CLEMENT, M.D.
HuGH HEATON, M.D.
EDWIN D. LEE, M.D.
LYDIA R. BAKER-PIERCE, M.D.
Paiholog寂s
W重LLIAM H. WATTERS, M.D.
DAVI。 L. BELDING, M.D.
Roe初geク匂Olog寂
GARDNER H. OsGOOD, M.D.
Suクerimende振りf N以rSeS
MRS. ALICE H. FLASH, R.N.
ISt Asst. EsTHER LEONARD, R.N.
2nd Asst. EvA M. MuIRHEAD, R.N.
H壱ad N易γSe
Haynes Memorial
DINA RAMSTAD, R.N.
Dタのgg寂
GEO. EvISON
J海ernes
ALICE E. BuTLER, M.D.
RALPH H. HopKINS, M.D.
JACOB J. GoLUB, M.D.
ANNA MANSTOFF, M.D.
DEMETRIUS P. MocAS, M.D.
CHAELES YERBURY, M.D.
SAMUEL NoRMAN
LoRENE PAINTER
SAMUEL N. VosE
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Medical and Surgical Staff
Cbn su lta nts
HoRACE PACKART), M.D., SuγgeO彫
WALTER WESSELHOEFT, M.D.. PhγSわiam
JoHN P. SuTHERLAND, M.D., PhγS巌の?G
CHARLES H. THOMASタM.D., PhソSiciα1G
J・ HERBERT MooRE, M.D., PhγSician
N. EMMONS PAINE, M.D., Diseosesげ!he Mわd
HERBERT C. CLAPP, M.D., Diseα∫eSげJhe Ches鯵
PERCY G. BROWNE, M.D., DiseαSeS qf ;he Chesi
JoIIN L. CoFFIN, M.D., DあeαSeS qf Jhe S鳥iの
J. WILR工NSON CLAPP, M.D., PhαγmαCeuhcs
HowARD P. BELLOWS, M.D., 4o4ral D〆seases
GEORGE B. RICE, M.D., Nose md rkroai
THOMAS M. STRONG, M.D., Nose鋤d rhroai
FREDERTCK W. HALSEY, M.D., Reciα寝)iseases
GEORGE D. BLISS, M.D., Obs;eき巌わの
WALTER WESSELHOEFT, M,D., Obsieirici∽
SARAH S. WINSOR, M.D., Obsie擁cわn
Jo田N H. PAYNE, M.D., Oph!haわめSurgeon
Medical Staff
.影符あγ Phγ読め班
FREDERTCK B. PERCY, M.D.
Phッs読爾
FREDERICE P. BATCHELDER, M.D.
EDWARD E. ALLEN, M.D.
事海猫のg Phγ訪ね郷
NELSON M. WooD, M.D.　　　WⅢSON PHII,LIPS, M.D.
EDWAR。 S. CALDERWOOD, M.D. J. ARNOLD RocKWELL, M.D.
A簿寂の海V絞めg PhヅS巌α郷
CoNRAD WESSELIIOEFT, M.D.　　FRANCIS H. MACCARTHY, M.D.
ORVH,LE R. CHADWELL, M.D.
NeαγOlog栂
FRANK C. RICIIARDSON, M.D.
工○
A読融寂NeαγOlog巌
EENEST M. JoRDAN, M.D.
協s綴あg Phγ読ゐn, WesI Deクのγime海
CoNRAD WESSEI.HOEmタM.D.
Surgical Sta鯖
」巌柁eO徹S
も藍霊笥謀議し盟主M観
ず称ああg S綿花eO郷
諾器s塁篭器轟語・。E。R。E R. S。。,HⅥ。埴露認競g豊畿鵠
Ass巌の海Vあ巌ng SuγgeO郷
諾露語聾血　讃誌鵠・
Obsieiγあiα1鳩
GEORGE H. EARI,, M.D.　　　　　EDWIN P. RuGGLES, M.D.
FREDERICE L. EMERSON, M.D.　WILI.IAM A. HAM, M.D.
A s$わめ寂Obsle加idのタS
宝器泳法膏絡・　藍子:龍岩盤.
0γihoクのdわSuγgeOnS
ALONZO G. HowARD, M.D.
A簿赤め初0γiho夕似妨Sαγgeの格S
HowARD MooRE’晶TER SHI拙著難語&霊蒜R・ M.D.
α脇0- U毒nαrγ
STE関EN H. BI,ODGETT, M.D.
Aαγal SuγgeO形
FREDERTCK W. CoI,BURN, M.D.
Assisめ融A α′al SuγgeO綿
HAROLD L. BABCOCE, M.D.
重工
NBIDHARD H. HouGHTON・ M.D.諾誌簿記豊嵩高(財。初
E重りON R. J〇日NSON, M.D.
0クhihαlmわSαrgeO13S
DAV重D W. WBLL§, M.D.　　　　GEORGE A. SuFFA, M.D.
ALBERT W. HoRR, M.D.
Ass寂の融0夕h脇almic SuγgeO郷
藍器昔話蒸器露草D・
S巌n
WESLEY T. LEE, M.D.
Paiholog寂s
WILLIAM H. WATTERS, M.D.
DAVID L. BELDING, M.D.
Denlal SuγgeOn
LEROY M. S. MINER, D.M.D., M.D.
Ele誘0- Theγαクeuiics
GAR。NER H. OsGOOD, M.D.
Aのく馨S幼e寂sタ
MARY A. LEAVITT, M.D.
施sseuγ
Out-Patient Department
施dicαl
籠欝欝●態韓・
Obsiei毒cαl
EDWIN W. SMI富田I M.D.　　　　HAROLD E. D重閥L, M.D.
ANTON R. FR皿D, M.D.
宣2
鑑誌譜欝,糀.　認諾も詫霊轟.D.
W重LLIAM K. S. THOMAS・ M.D.ま祭器葺龍霊草先D.
RoBERT F. SouTHER, M.D.
0γ脇o細dわ
GEORGE H. EARL, M.D.　　　　HowARD MooRE, M.D.
ALONZO G. HowARD, M.D.　　　GEORGE A. FoI,GER, M.D.
J. WAしTER ScH重RMER, M.D.　　CosMOS J. SuKER重S, M.D.
Nとプリ0従S
FRANE: C. RICHARDSON, M.D.　　ERNEST M. JoRDAN, M.D.
ARTIIUR H. RING, M.D.
STEPHEN H. BI‘ODG珊・豊。.提議豊CMILLAN・ M.D.
Eαr
FRED W. CoLBURN, M.D.　　　HAROLD L. BABCOCE, M.D.
Nose α符d Throαl
NEIDHARD H. HouGHTON, M.D.　CoNRAD SM重TH, M.D.
琵喜藤蓋嵩　宝器認豊器諒D・
W. W. WALKER, M.D.
盛花蕊曜B:
DAVID L. MARTIN, M.D.
0ク放halmic
GEORGE A. SuFFA, M.D.
藍諾意薄誌.M・D・
S鳥わ
WESLEY T. L髄, M.D.
Gツタ彬COlogi`αl
GEORGE R. SouTHWICK, M.D.　SusAN M. CoFFIN, M.D.
監露で譜嵩註葦b.　濫発号等誌盤:
αddγelお
FRANCIS H. MACCARTIIY, M.D.　FREDRTKA MooRE, M.D.
ORVILLE R. CHADWELL, M.D.　　A. P. TIIOMPSON, M.D.
MAX GoLDMAN. M.D.
工3
MASON O. PEAKE
Po∫右脇iαl
MA最Y M○○賊, M.D.
αes鯵
GEORGE N. LAPHAM, M.D.
PERCY G. BROWNE, M.D.
Mとd宛αl Gγ桝綿のS鳩
MRS. ADA B. LJUNGB腿G
MISS MAUD LouISE MuNRO
Deタタiαl
HA京OしD F. Tu甘でS
Staff of the Evans Memorial
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FORTY-SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT
Report of the Trustees
The year I9工5 marks a considerable change in the a鱈airs of
咄s institution, 1argely the outgrowth of the welcome and
generous ‘車七of Mr. Wa皿ace Fullam Robinson of the new
building for matemity and Out-Patient wo血. The Jemie
M. Robinson Memorial B血ding was cpmpleted during that
year, though actuany dedicated on January |, |9|6.
A description of the proposed building was given in the last
amual report. Origina11y designed for 82皿atemity cases at
One time, requirements of building laws which took e飲海t
after building contracts were signed have redu∞d the nu皿ber
t°76.
Only an inspection will give an adequate idea of the perfec・
tion of the building and its ac∞Ssories ‥ rOOf garden, balconies,
and sun parlors; eXamination rooms, OPerating room, delivery
rooms, =tw轟ght-Sleep,, room, rOOmS for de龍ous patieats,
diet kitchens, sterhizing roons, incinerators,調rSeries, Service
roons, linen dosets, rOOmS for in七emes, icemaking plant and
refrigerator systems, Pathologica=aboratory; rOOmS for the
Various dinics of the Out-Patient Departmeut, fitted with
most modem equipment and conveniences. Nothing seems
lac女心g.
At the exercises of dedica,tion Mr. Robinson, in addition to
his splendid gift, amOmCed that he intends to establish an
endowment fund su飴cient to provide for the probable deficit in
the operation of the department.
Early during construction it became apparent that the opera置
tion of this budding would req血e a great increase in the sta鱈,
a resident physician’intemes and extemes, a bead nurse, 3O
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nurses, and others, for whon living accommodations must be
provided, and the trustees decided upon the purchase of
Hotel Newton, the adjoining property at the comer of Harrison
AveIme and Newton Street, a POrfron of wlrich,紅onting on
Harrison Avenue and separated紅(m the remainder by a fire
wa虹, is now ocoupied by the則虹SeS Of the matemity bullding;
the remainder of the hotel is occupied by tenants as formedy.
The added demands upon our dining rooms,瞳tchen, and
laundry threatened an overcrowding disastrous to e範ciency,
and the tmstees have considered the erection of a building in
which these departments as well as a虹ma,Chinery, includ-
ing our own lighting plant and proper storerooms, Sha皿be
insta11ed. For this puapose the tmstees have purchased for
the corporation the estates on East Newton Street between
Hotel Newton and the Armory bu11ding and directly back of
Vose Hall, and they eamestly hope it may be pra,Cticable to
begin construction during the current year.
The space now ocoupied by the departments to be removed
from the main building is much needed for hospital purposes.
The present dangerous front steps can be superseded by an
entrance on the gromd level; there will be good light for our
accountants and o臆ces, rOOm for an adequate X-Ray Depart-
meat, besides much needed storerooms, While the relief from
objec七ionable noises will add grea七ly to the comfort of patients
and the dangers from fire will be grea七ly lessened・
This same removal will allow space at the rear of the central
portion of the ma王n building for a surgical operating pawilion
with amphitheatre and sma11er operating rooms, etherizing
and recovery rooms. Our surgeons have repeatedly urged the
immediate necessity for such a bu11ding, Which is es七imated to
cost some $8o,OOO, but this must, Of course, Wait until血rther
donations available for the purpose come to us・
The trus七ees are not forgetful that increase in plant invoIves
an increase in調ming expenses, and construction.should not
be undertaken far in advance of increases to our endowment
fund in such manner as materia11y to increa,Se Our amual
de丘d七.
The trus七ees had also an opportunity to secure on fa,VOral)1e
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tems the brick houses Nos. 667, 669, and 67工Albany Street,
adjoining an estate already owned by us; the buildings are
StruCturally in excenent condition and can be arranged to care
for 6o of our male help now quartered elsewhere, with moderate
expense, Principally for plunbing and the insta皿ation of heat
and electric light through our mains, already extended a con-
Siderable part of the distance.
The trustees have also purdased the estate at the comer of
Albany and Stoughton Streets, needed immediately for some
of our force now quartered in the main buddings・ Repairs and
alterations of this building, eS七imated to cost $5,O∞, are nOW
under way.
Of the block between Newton and Stoughton Streets, Harri-
SOn Avenue and Albany Street, the hospi七al now owns a11 west
Of the Amory building and the southerly half of the land east
of the Amory building. Opportunities for expansion in the
Vicinity of the hospital are very limited’and these properties
Wi11 pay a fair net income until needed for hospital purposes.
These estates have cost us :
VAおけA富重OⅣS
Feet of Build_‘ Land Land ings Total Cost
HotelNewton… … …….　5,37O　$7,4OO $26,6oo $34,OOO $3|,OOO
63-7重Eas七NewtonStreet‥　重I,878 I2,60O I7,IOO　29,7∞　33,75O
667’669167IAlbanyStreet.　4’7I7　4,8oo　8)4OO I3,2OO　9,972
Stoughton and Albany
S七でうe七s……………‥　2,286　2,900　5,重○○　8,000　8,000
24,25重　$27,7○○ $57,200 $84,9○○ $82,722
Financial Statement
Paid to也e Acting Superintendent, a11 departments　$234,572.99
Received from the Acting Superintendent, all de-
Lossin operation, One year‥ ‥. ‥. ‥ … … …
Net income from investments… … … … …... ,
Netlossfromoperation‥. ‥‥.… ‥.…. ‥..
Loss on accotmt of Sunny Bank Home‥ ‥ ‥. ….
Deficitfro皿OPe重ation.…‥.‥ ‥‥‥ …. ‥ ‥.
重7 /
重941重44・O重
$4o,隼8 98
38,245.25
笹2,重83.73
2,92重.23
紡,重O4.96
The above state皿ent includes income frcm special funds so
far as expended for purposes for w撞ch the hospital would
Otherwise pay and so皿uCh of the income紅om the Evans
funds as is available for purposes of maintenance and within
the control of the trustees.
Legacies have been re∞ived du血g the year |9I5 :
From estate of David B. Flint… … …　$42,OI3.9O
From estate of Emma Paul. … … ….  I,275.OO / $43,288.90
Free beds:
Estate of Almena J. Flint, Part Payment　$3,5OO.OO
Donation of IsaacW. Chick. … … …　　5,OOO.OO　8,5OO.OO
笹5重,788.90
The hospital has received from Robert W. Morville, Jr., a
Payment Of $工O,OOO, charged with an a皿uity of 6 per cent,
Payable to址皿dudng撞s life.
Movement of Population
There have been treated in the Wards of the haspital :
重9重5
MainHospital……………………‥　6,9重5
HaynesMemorial..…………‥.……. I,J38
EvansMe皿o鼻血…… … … … … ….‥.　326
Clark Ward
Qmvalescents, Sumy Bank….. … … ….  I94　　　I52
Convalescents, Na血House… ‥. … … …　　8o　　　　84
In addition, in the Out-Patient Depa血nent |2,745 Patients
Were treated who made 44,O94 Visits; 9,1I8 caus were made on
district patients by the extemes, W皿e the district nurses and
the social service district nurses made 6,|39 Visits.
Of the 6,915 Pa,tients in the Main Hospital there were treated :
In medical wards ‥.
In surgical wards. ‥
In obstetrical wards.
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重9重5　　　　重9重4
.○ ○　　7工7　　　　789
・‥　3,733　　　　3,503
.‥　I,3O|　　　1,|62
6,9重5∴∴∴ 6,533
? ? ? 。
Y The total of days treat皿eut of patients was 99,224 COmPared
With 95,7O2 in |9I4, and with the percentage:
Free bed days
Pa競pay days
The death rate on nunber treated was :
工n su重缶∽1 ∽SeS. ‥
In obstetrical cases.
In medical cases. ‥
An average of. ‥ ‥
重9重5　　　　重9章4
52・94　　　　5〇・9
29.78　　　29.7
重7・28　　　重9.4
The average stay in hospital was |4.3 days compared with
重4.7 days in I9I4, and the daily average cost per patient was
$I.85 COmPared with $I.87; OI., exCluding irfuts, $2.2I, the
Same aS last year.
John C. Haynes Memorial
In our Contagious Department, On A皿ston Street in the
B五ghton District, Plamed for |2O beds, there were treated 3OO
more patients than in any previous year.
工9重5　　　　暮9重4
The average n調ber of patients per day was　8I.87　　　75.I7
The average stay in hospital in days was. ‥　3O.I5　　　32.OO
The average ∞§t Per day per patient was‥　$重.I7　　　$I.7O
The department was well fi11ed during the entire summer,
COntrary tO the usual experience; it may be that the tendency
toward apar七ments in place of detached houses and the use of
the automobile for frequent short trips in pla,Ce Of vacations in
the couatry or at the shore may result in a greater pemanency
血con七a産ous債浅識鎧.
The tmstees have decided to erect balconies at each end of
the west wing, On eaCh floor, at an expenSe Of $8,O∞, including
SCreen§ and glass, Which w弧acco櫨mOdate about thirty beds;
these w虹be especially useful for convalescen七patients in m櫨d
Weather, but it is probable that hating apparatus will be added
at an expense of about $70O.
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Evans Membrial Department
The report of the Director血ows that gratifying advance is
being made in the wok of research and preventive medicine;
with greater experience valuable results will surely be obtained.
A peculiarly gratifying feature is the popularity of the Health
Talks, the audience having紅equently exceeded the capacity
of the auditorium.
Our first gift of the New Year came from Mrs. Robert
Dawson Evans, $5O,O∞, for the use of this department; the
endowment funds of the departmen七タa11 esta,blished by Mrs.
Evans, nOW aggrega七e $3 |O,934 ; the incone of this last donation
皿ay be expended for maintenance of the depa,rtment, and the
donation is especially welcome as showing the contiImed inter-
est of the donor and as enabling the hospital to extend the
WOrk in progress.
Clark Ward
At the C珊dren’s Department there were treated 69 5 Patients
COmPared with 769 in 19I4, but the number of days board
fumished patients was 9,826 compared with 7,575, and the
da11y average nu血ber of patients was 26.87 COmPared with
20.75 in 19r4. The daily average cost per patient was $o.85
COmpared with $|.OI in 19|4. The cost of the department to
the hospital was a little oveI. $5,O∞.
The house I2 East Brookline Street is poorly adapted for
the puapose and inconvenient for physicians and surgeons,
harving no facihties for even minor operations. It has seemed
wise to cIose the w紺d and remove the patients to the fourth
floor of the medical wing as soon as vacated by the remalmng
ma,temity patients. Alterations have been plarmed which will
give much better accommodation.
While the treatment of children in the main hospital is ob-
jectionable for many reasons, the change was planned by Dr.
Mann, and alter investigation Dr. Pollock recommends that
the department be moved as contemplated or abandoned
altogether.
The building宣2 East Brookline Street was acquired by血e
2o
hospital without any tmst or restriction as to sale; it should
be sdd as ea血y as practicable.
Encouraged by the liberality shown by friends of the hos-
Pital, We are hoping that a new building for a Children,s De-
Partment may be given by some donor in the near future.
Out-Patient Dep artment
Authough mder disadvantages of temporary location and
CramPed qua,rterS’557 mOre Patients made 2,878 more calls
than in I9I4, While the nunber of calls made by extemes, nurSeS,
and social service nurses considerably exceeds the nrmber of
last year ; with their new qilarterS far more convenient than ever
before and with perfect equipment, a COnSiderable advance
may be expected this year.
Nash House
The convalescent home for men’adapted for I6 patients,
has treated 82 comPared with 84 in I9エ4; the daily average
number was 5.I6 compared with 6・37, and血e dady average
COSt Per Patient wa,S $I.36 compared with $I.57 in重9|4. The
COS七tO the hospita,1 was $2,6oo.
For some reason fewer men are willing to take advantage of
a convalescent period than in the case of women, but we feel
that the advanta,geS of触s home wi皿be better appreciated as
they becone better lmorm.
Sunny Bank Home
Our home for convalescent women, adapted for [9 Patients,
has been enjoyed by重94 COmPared with ]52 in I9I4. The net
COSt of the department has been some $2,9OO.
This home, though operated by the hospital’belongs to a
separate corporation, Which has had a sma皿endowment fund
amounting a七the begiming of I9I5 tO $2,8o8.69. During the
year I9I5 it received from the estate of David B. Flint the
Sum Of $46,759,紅on the estate of Sarah W. Whitney $I,O∞,
from F. R. Galloupe’truStee, $I,085.96’and from Mrs. George
2ェ
C. Sears a dona僻on of $25, and the血nd stands at the end of
工9I5 at $50,922・42・
More pa競icular details of the wo確of the several depart-
ments are made in the separate reports made to the trustees by
the Acting Superintendent’Dr. Edwin R. Lewis; the Treasurer,
Mr. Arthur F. Estabrook; the Director of the Evans Memorial,
Dr. Frank C. Richardson, With accompanying reports by his
staff; the General Exeoutive CoImnittee ; the Pathdogist, Dr.
William H. Watters, Which are submitted herewith and deserve
your careful attention.
The death of our Supe血tendent’Dr. W孤iam Orris Mam,
on Apri1 9, [915, in the prime of life and in the very ze正th of
his usefulness, Came to uS aS a Very grea七Shock, and our grief
at his untimely death is o血y mitigated by the memory of
what he had been able to accomp櫨sh for su鱈ering humanity.
No七until he was gone did we realize how many were龍s
cares and responsibilities・ The const調Ction of our new build-
ing, with his e鱈orts to ∞ntrol the costs, much langer than
origina11y auticipated, WaS an added burden that no man
should have atte血pted to ca調y.
A memorial prepared by Dr. John P. Suthedand and spread
upon the records of the t調SteeS is printed with the annual
report; an additional memorial foms a part of the report of the
General Executive Committee.
The administration of the hospital has been ca ried on in-
td岨gently and e範ciently言n spite of a11 di飴ou蝿es・ by Dr.
Edwin R. Lewis, Acting Supe血tendent, With the hearty
co6peration of the sta髄, O鯖ce重s, and empIoyees・
The hospital is to be congratulated on having secured・ aS
Superintendent, Dr. Henry M. Pollock, nOW Supe血tendent
of the State Hospital at Norwich, Com. Dr. Po11ock was
an intimate撞end of Dr. Mann, Went With him to Fergus
Fans, Mim., tOck his place there when Dr. Mann came to
us, and during his servi∞ Of neady twelve years at Norwieh
has shown remarkable tact and executive ability. Although
assuming his duties on Febrtlary ], he has been able to give
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us a part of his time since龍s election on June |9, I9{5, and we
have had many evidences of his ab珊y and judgment.
Before we had rec(ivered from the shcek of Dr. Marm’s
death we leamed of the death of one of the虹lC虜Valued of our
trustees, Miss Helen C(虹amore, on April |7, I9r5. She had
been a tmstee for thirtyでight years, and no皿ember of the
Hospital Committee had a more int血ate血owledge of the
a鱈airs of the hospital, and her judgment on the questions con-,
stantly a壷sing was of the greatest value. A menorial, SPread
upon the records of the trustees, is p壷鵬d with this report.
Miss Couamore, by her w劃, Showed that this insti血fron
WaS foremost in ber regard, for she gave us a fmd of $2OO,O∞
for the erection of a building to bear ber name and $2O,O∞ for
free beds in the Couamore Ward; She also made the hospital
One Of her residuary legatees.
Marquis F. Dickinson, a truStee for nearly珊een years,
died at Amherst’Mass., September I8, I9[5. A lawyer with a
large practice and engaged in matters of public interest, in
f壷Ling health for several of his last yearsタhe has of late taken
耽tle part in our deliberations, but those of us who knew hi皿
remember his wise counsels and sound judgment.
A§. minuted in our last report, Mr. Henry F. Harris of
Worcester, a State trustee, died January工4, |915.
Mr. Fred S・ Woodward of Dorchester was appointed a
State trustee in his stead, but died March r5, |915, after an
OPeration at our hospital; he had never taken his seat with our
Board, but was highly spcken of by those who knew him.
Many changes in our sta鱈have occurred by reason of deatb
Or re血ement becanse of age limit; these are referred to in the
report of the General Executive Committee.
Dr. EdⅥ虹d P. Colby, for twenty-tWO yearS COnSulting
Physician in nervous diseases, died November重タ19|5, aged
76 yea締.
Dr. Hora∞ Packand has been a suI.geon at the hospital since
]888 and is now our senior surgeon; having r‘測地ed the age
li血t, he retires’but becomes c○nsulting surg∞n. It was
largely through his i血ence that the Robinson Memorial
Bu遭ding was given to us.
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Dr. George D. Bliss, for eight years obstetrician, also retires’
hawing reached the age limit, and becomes consulting ob-
stetrician. He was appointed by Govemor Walsh言n the last
days of his adrninistration’a truStee of the hospital to repre-
Sent the interests of the State and has taken his seat with the
Boa重d.
Dr. A. Howard Powers, for many years a surgeon at the
hospital and comected with the Out-Patient Department since
|885, retires from active service.
Dr. W. T. Lee has resigned as visi七ing physician and be-
COmeS a SPeCialist in diseases of the skin.
Only the painstaking of your Exeoutive Committees, fre-
quent and protracted meetings of your Hospital Committee, the
unremitting attention of your Acting Supe血tendent, Who, be-
Sides the unaccustomed work of his position, has皿1ed a11 gaps
OCCaSioned by sickness or absence of others, eXtra WOrk and
long hours by almost every empIoyee, the w址ingness of each
and every one to do anything asked, for the sake of our hos-
Pital, have enabled the tmstees in this year of di飴culties to
PreSent a rePOrt Which vye hope w皿be considered as showing
an encouraging and satisfactory year’s work.
For the trustees,
EDWARD H. MASON,
PγeSidenタ.
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剣龍野書l鋤⑲0調糊的職
Miss Helen Conamore died April 17, [915, in her eightieth
year. She ha,d been prominent in the a癒airs of this Hospital
from its very begiming in its present location.
She was a member of the Ladies, Aud Society whch raised
funds to completely equip the portion of the building first
COnStruCted and took a prominent part in the Honceopathic
Fair in 1876 which raised funds for that construction; She be-
Came a truStee in ]877, is recorded on January l, 1878 as a
member of the Executive Committee’and held those positions
COntinuously until her death.
In her thirty-eight years of indefatigable service she was in〇
七ima’tely acquainted with the entire history of the Hospital,
With every step of its growth and with the use餌ness of every
PerSOn comeCted with it; She was a frequent visitor to cheer
the sick’tO SuggeSt and accomplish measures for their greater
COmfort and welfare and had a very pa証icular oversight over
a11 features relating to housekeeping and fumis魔ngs; those as・
SOCiated with her were impressed by her intimate knowledge
Of little t龍ngs as we11 as her broad knowledge and judgment of
great things.
Greatly interested in the Museun of Fine Arts, in aiding
girls secking a co11egiate educa,tion, in the Parish wo血at Kings
Chapel, a student of civic affairs, She was a liberal contributor
Of time and money to a1l of these and to an almost imunerable
nrmber of private charities ; but we feel that foremost of a11 she
held in estima,tion and regard the in七erests of this institution
and in grateful recognition of her invaluable service, We Place
On record our appreciation of our late associate and tender
Our SymPathy to her cousins, the last survivors‾of ber family.
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Report of the Superintendent
To the Board of Tmstees of the Massachusetts Homceo・
Pathic Hospital :
I hereby respect軸皿y submまt the forty-Sixth amual report
of the Superi]itendent for the year ending De∞mber 3|, |9|5.
Patients Treated
There have been treated in the Maln Hospital during the
year 6,9I5 Patients, a gain of 382 OVer any Previods year. In
the Out-Patient Department t2,745 Pa,tients were treated,
who made 44,O94 visits. On district patients 9,H8 ca11s were
made by the extemes. The district nurses and the social serv-
ice district nurses made 6,|39 Visits,
There were 4,576 X-rayS taken, an increase of 936.
At the Haynes Memorial rI38 patients were treated, Or a
gain of 3OO for the year.
Receipts and Expenditures
The receipts at the Main Hospital were $I4|,745.41 and the
expenditures $2O2,865.3|. The receipts were $4,64O.41 mOre
than in the previous year and the expenditures $6,645.|O
The daily average cost per capita at the Main Hospital, after
deducting the cost of supplies fumished the Haynes Memorial,
the Out-Patient Department, Surmy Bank Hone, and the
Nash House, WaS $|.85.( Excluding the infants in the Mater-
nity Department, the daily average cost was $2・2[.
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Repairs and Improvements
Many changes and improvements have been made necessary
by the growth and ever increasing demands of the hospital in
its several depart重nentS. The X-Ray Department was again
enlarged, ProViding more spa∞. In the place of t血ee small
rooms six larger were arranged. New equipment was installed
in the developing roon and an improved fluoroscopic table
PurChased. The main amphitheatre was painted, tOgether
With adjoining rooms and corridors, and the equipment, in-
Cludi調g the purchase of two operating tables, -brought it up to
the latest surgical idea. The electric light signal system co血-
men∞d in previous years was completed, insuring more quiet
for the patients and eliminating the old audible bell system
from the hospital. The sun padors in the medical wing were
provided with electric lights and signal system. In the la,un-
dry a new extractor, dry trmbler, and body ironer were put
in operation. The o鯖ce acco調modations were rea調anged,
Providing for separate admitting and bockkeeping o飴ces, much
fac遭itating and expediting the hospital business. The tele-
Phone and information o航ce were made into two departments
and an information desk, With physician in cha,rge, Placed in
the main hallway, mSunng PromPt and accurate information
to iuterested friends and relatives of patients, besides being a
COnVenience to the physicians who use the hospital accommo-
dation. A building at 748 HaIrison Avenue was completely
renovated and remodelled to accommodate 3O mOre nurSeS,
made necessary by the new matemity ward. This house,
Newton Hall, WaS made attractive and homelike with entire
new虹鱒止s址ngs.
Follow-uP Work
The follow-uP WOrk commenced in the begiming of the
year |9I4 has been coatimed and its wo血amp慮ed. Where
at its incep七ion o血y suェgiCal cases were fo皿owed up, nOW the
matemity cases wm be taken care of. Needless to say, already
gratifying results have been obtained and much of value to
the hospital leamed.
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Another step in a,dvance has been made by the use of an
end-result card, kept by the operating surgeon in all surgical
CaSeS, Which insures accurate howledge of the success and
PrOgreSS of each case to its completion. W皿e only a few
months’trial has been given, its worth is proven, and it is to
be a permanent improvement.
The graduate mrse to take c甜e Of recently dischanged ma-
temity patients has been continued. Her services were much
appreciated and ca11s to the関mber of 2,466 were made, add-
ing grea,tly to the safety of the babies and fee血g of security
On the part of the mothers. The post-natal clinic at the Out-
Patient Department has becone so popular that the servi∞
Of a physician is required, in addition to the nurse, and two
aftemooヂ・ Clinics devoted to it.
Social Service
The social service worker has made 932 visits to the homes,
and 2,59O Patients have caued to see her at the Out-Patient
Department. The allied societies have referred 397 CaSeS tO her.
New Out-Patient Department
On December H the Out-Patient Depa露ment was moved
fron the ′temPorary quarterS, 3 | East Newton Street, Where it
had been housed for over a year, into the new remodelled build-
ing at 75O Harrison Avenue, and on Dece血ber 13, Without there
having been an iuterruption of the business 、、of the department’
the first patients were received. With suitable quarters and
ample equipment it is felt that even better wo重患than ever
before can be done. Considerable satisfaction is felt by a皿
that, in spite of the work being done under the most unsuitable
COnditions du血g the year past, With bardship to patients and
Physicians as weu, the nunbers who availed themselves of this
Charity were 557 mOre than in any previous year.
Training schooI
During the past year 479 WOmen have皿ade applications for
tralning and 9O apPlications have been accepted. Sixty孟ve pro-
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bationers have been admitted, Of whon 5 2 Were ac∞Pted as pupil
nurses. The graduating dass numbered 35. The nursing sta錘
has been much increased du血g the past year, ne∞SSitated by
the growth of the hospital, until accommodations for their
care has been strained to the utmost. On December 31 there
were 22 head nurses, |24 Pupil nurses, and 26 probationers・
Ambulance Service
The motor ambulance a七the Main Hospital made 3|O Calls;
the one at the West Depart皿ent made 764 Calls during the year.
Evans Memorial
There were 326 patients treated in this depa証ment during
the year, at a daily訪rerage per capita cost of $3.O9.
The receipts from pa,tients were $6,65O.49 and the cost of
maintenance $|9,982. 5O.
Clark Ward
The Clark Ward for c址1dren treated 695 Patients, at a daily
average per capita, COst Of $o.85.
The re∞ipts from paying patients were $2,73O.78 and the
expenditures $7 , 784. r8.
Nash House
There were treated in this department 82 men, at a daily
average cost of $|.36.
The receipts were $3O2.83 and the expenditures $2,97[.95.
Sunny Bank Home
In Surmy Bank Home I94 Wonen Were taken care of at an
average daily cost of $I.33.
The receipts were $I,573.O3 and the expenditures $4,494.26.
3o
Haynes Memorial
There were admitted to the department for contagious
diseases |,O72 Patients. This is an increase of 3I5 OVer any
Other previous year.
9重O　‥…………　　452　　重9重4
9II　‥・.・………　369　I9重5
・…・　247
… ‥　　432
… ‥　　757
…‥　重,072
While the number of ca,SeS treated in this department
皿uSt Vary with the prevalence of contagious diseases, nOt
a11 its growth is explainable to this increa,sed number of
CaSeS in the community, but rather to a growing confidence
in the frospital on the part of the public and a feeling that
COntagious cases should be treated there rather than in the
h調e.
The |,O72 admissions in |9|4 Were Class遣ed as fo11ow5:
Scadetfever…… …. 5O3　　Parotitis‥.. ‥….….
Diphtheria… … … …　376　　Pharyngitis. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ …
Measles… … ……‥　　86　　R龍nitis‥..‥.‥ ‥ ‥..
Pertussis..………‥　重5　　Varicella‥‥‥‥….‥
Erysipelas……… …　23　　Gonor血cea‥ ‥.‥. ….
Tonsi11itis…… … ….　I6　　Pneunonia. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
Alv∞1ar abscess… ….　重　　Pyonephrosis. ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
Bronchitis. ‥.… … ‥　　3　　Syphilis…‥.. ‥.‥. ‥
Cervical adenitis… ,. ‥　I Erythe皿a‥ , ‥ ‥.. ‥ ‥
Mastoiditis... … … ‥　　I Otitis media‥ ‥ ‥... ‥
Peritonsarar ab§ceSS….　重　　Negative. ‥ ‥ … ‥ ‥ ‥
Patientsinhouse, January I, I9I5‥ ‥ … ‥ ‥... ‥.
Patients admit七ed during the yea.r… … …. ∴ … ‥
Number ofpatientstreated‥. ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥. ‥.. ‥ ‥
Number of patients discha章ged (including 8o dea,ths).
Nrmber of patients rema,ining January |, I9I6. ‥ ‥.
Death rate on total number treated. ‥. ‥. ‥ ‥. ‥
Scadetfeverdeathrate‥.‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥.
Diphtheriadeathrate.......‥...‥‥.‥.‥‥‥
Daily average number of patients. … …. …. ….
Averagelengthofstay. ‥‥‥‥.…..‥.…….
3重
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Died less than 24 hours after admission:
Diphtheria
Bronchopnoumonia, mcasteS, asthma, n印hritis.
Empyema, bronchitis, PyOnePhrosis. … … ‥..
I CaSe Of diphtheria, died 26 hours after admission
I CaSe of diphtheria died 28 hours after admissio丘
During the year new balco正es on either end of the west
wing were commenced, Which, When completed ea血y in Jan-
uary, Wi11 provide for the outdoor treatment of suita,ble cases
and add to the mm心er of available beds, about 3O. The
estimated expense of this improvement is $8,0∞. A new Tar-
via surface was laid on the front driveways, adding to their
PermanenCe・ A new Sedan ambulance was added to the equip-
ment. Awnings were placed over the east balconies. Con-
Siderable painting was found to be necessary, and several of
the private roons on the west wing were renovated.
The hospital is very grateful for the continued and increasing
interest shown by many鮎ends, aS individuals and organiza-
tions, tO the institution. Their generosity has been expressed
in many ways, by books, by magazines, flowers, and music,
and has been a source of comfort and pleasure to the patieuts.
Miss Eleanor J. ClaIk fumished the linen for the Clark
Ward and at Christmas time remembered each and every child
With gifts of candy and toys.
Mr. Isaac W. Chick made a donation of $IOO, tO be used for
magazines.
Mr. Talbot Aldrich fumished linen to the amount of $IO○
for the Aldrich Ward.
At Christmas time about 300 Children and panents from the
district were entertalned with a Christmas tree and a general
good time. Gifts of toys and candies and the more substautial
gifts of stockings, mittens, and other warm wea正ng apparel
Were Provided for each c皿d. Baskets contalning all the in-
gredients of a real Christmas dinner and bundles of dothing,
Shoes and comforts were presented to the heads of families.
The hospital was able to do this through the substantial gifts
Of money from generous friends and through their co6pera,tion
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with the ntlrSeS and students of the Boston University Medical
Sdl○○l.
Many of the improvemeuts for the bettement of the hospital
Were Plamed by the late Supe血tendent, Dr. maam O.
Mam, and as far as possible his ideas have been carried out.
After the death of Dr. Mam his五m guiding hand was much
血issed’and in the trying days that followed it was o血y through
the staunch loyalty to the institution of a皿the heads of de_
Par鯖nents and those under them that the wo血was continued
without interruption or co血usion of any kind. Great credit is
duらthem. To Mr. Edward H. Mason, President of the Boand
Of Trustees, my PerSOnal thanks are due for his constaat he宣p
and advice in the many problems which were presented dur-
ing the past year, and I hereby convey those thanks to出n.
Respectfuny submitted,
EDWIN R. LEWIS,
A dわg Suクeγわie18de海.
Comparative Statement of Statistics
For the Years Ending December 3[, I9I5 and I9I4
Patients in Hospital first of year,
Inmedicalwards.‥...‥‥.‥‥.
Insurgicalwards.,. ‥.…. ….‥.
In obstetrica,1 wards .. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
Patients admitted during year,
To medical wards. ‥.. ‥ ‥
To su喝ical wards. ‥ ‥ ….
To obstetrical wards‥ ‥. ‥
Total patients trea,ted in Hospital,
In medical wards .
In surgical wards ‥
In obstetrical wards.
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Patients dischanged during the year,
Not treated
Died (including I6 obstetrical).
Patients in Hospital at end of year,
In medica,l wards‥. ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
In surgical wards… ・ ‥ ‥ … ・
In obstetrical wa,rds‥. ‥.. ‥
Death rate on number trea七ed,
Medical
Surgical
Average on total number treated.
Total patients days treatment,
Free beds
Part-Pay beds.
Percentage,
Free-bed days.
Part-Pa,ydays.‥・‥‥・‥・‥‥…・‥
Pay days
Average patients per day,
Part-Pay beds.
Average time per pa,tient in Hospital ‥
Dally average cost per Patient ‥ … ‥
Daily average cost (excluding infants).
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量9重5　　　　重9重4
2,980　　　2,953
709∴∴∴∴ 664
I3重　　　　　79
272　　　　245
2○○　　　　　207
重,266　　　重,087
工事工30　　　　工,032
6,688　　　6,267
37　　　　26
重32　　　　　重39
40　　　　　54
34　　　　　47
243∴∴∴ 266
重O　　　　　宣〇・5
3　　　　　　3
重.2　　　　　　重・4
3.5　　　　3・8
52,530　　48,769
29)548　　28)436
工7,重46　　　重8,497
99,224　　　95,702
52・94　　　　5〇・9
29.78　　　　29・7 。
重7.28　　　　工9・4
重44.06　　重33・6重
8〇・9重　　　77・90
46. 97　　　5〇・68
27宣.94　　262・軍9
重4・3　　　　重4・7
$重.85 ∴∴∴ $重.87
隼2.2重　　　$2 2I
Haynes Memorial
Foγ Co海agious Dおe脚の
Number of patients in Hospital firs七of year..
Nrmber of patients admitted during year. …
Number of patients treated during year… ‥
Nunber of patients discharged during year ‥
Numberofpatients died.. ‥.‥‥‥ ‥‥.‥
Number of patients remaining at end of year.
Tota,l patients, days trea,tment.. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥ ‥
Average patients per day. ….. … ….. ….
Average time pa,tien七s in Hospital. … …. ‥
*Average cost per day. … … ‥ … ‥ … …
Average death rate on mmber treated. ‥. ‥
*Excluding pemanent improvements.
Evans Memorial Building
Number of patients remaining Dec. 3I, I9I4… ‥
Number of patients admitted during year‥ …..
Number of patients treated during yea,r. … ‥ …
Number of pa,tients discharged (inc. I I deaths) ‥
Nunber of pa,tients remaining Dec. 3I,重9I5‥ …
Number of days board fumished patients…. ….
Datry average nunber of patients. ‥. …. … …
Daily average cost per patient.... ‥. … ‥ … ‥
重9重5　　　　重9重4
66　　　　　　8重
工,072　　　　　757
重,I38　　　　838
重,〇線)∴∴∴∴ 747
80　　　　25
重O5　　　　　66
29,889　　27,437
8重・87　　　75.工7
3〇・重き　　　　　32
針・重7　　　釦.70
7・7　　　　　　3
Receipts
Frompayingpatients………… …………・ $6,650.49　$9,2O3.78
Expenditures
From maintenance… … … … … … … … …針o,982.5O $22,O82.36
l Clark Ward for Children
Number of patients remaining Dec. 3I, I9I4… ‥
Number of patients admitted during the year I9I5
Number of patients treated during the year… …
Number of patients discharged during the year
(including 2I deaths). ‥ ∴ … … ∴ … :
Number of pa,tients remaining Dec. 3I) I9I5.
Number of days boa,rd fumished patients. ‥
Daily a.verage nunber of patients‥ ‥. …..
Daily avera,ge COSt Per Patient. ‥ … ‥ ‥...
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Re∞ipts
From paying patients… … … … … … … … ‥ $2,73O.78　$2・84I.75
Expenditures
Frommaintenance… … ………… ………　$7,784.I8　$7,627.95
Nash House
Number of patients remaining Dec. 3I, I9I5 …
Number of patients adrnitted during the year. ・
Number of patients treated… … … … … ・ ‥
Number of patients discha,rged during the year.
Number of patients remaining Dec. 3I, I9I5…
Number of days board fumished patients.. … ・
Daily average nrmber of patients … … … ‥ ・
Da‘孤y average cost per patient‥ ‥ … ‥ … ・ ‥
Receipts
Frompayingpatients…・ ‥ ‥ … ‥‥ ・‥ ‥‥ ・$302.83∴∴紡96・2工
Expenditures
From maintenance… …………… …‥ ,…　$2,97I.95　$3,67I.99
Statement of Current Expenses
For Year Ending December 31)工9[5 and 19[4
Administration Expenses
重9重5　　　　　重9賞4
Salaries, O缶cers and Clerks … … … … ‥　　$9’67O.2I　$II,O24.87
驚護憲譲葉空言∵:三∴驚　露
Total Administration Expenses… … … …　$工6,493.58　$I9,237.O3
Professional Care of Patients
Sala,ries and Wages -
Superintendent of Nurses’ Assistants
and Instructors… … … … … … ‥　　$8,877.57　　$8,4OO.48
Orderlies… … … … … … …. … ‥　　　2,07I.O3　　　2,OO2.33
Ward EmpIoyees… … … … … …　　　4’483.O6　　3’857.3|
$22,472.46　　$2重,重37・70
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Medical and Surgical Supplies
Apparatus and Instruments …
Medical a,nd Su堆ical Supplies.
AIcohol, Liquors, Wine, etC. ‥
Salaries and Labor
Salaries and Labor
重9重5　　　　　重9重4
$5,348.72　　$3,077.70
8,565.57　　　8,383.63
4重6・○○　　　　362.4重
$重4,33〇・29　$重工,823.74
Out Patient Department
Visiting Nurses
Ⅹ-Ray Service
$4,重94・75　　$4,324.69
8,7重2.8重　　　5,436.6重
$重2,907.56　　$9.76重.30
$I,I74.OO　　$I,O7I.93
263・34　　　　重98.42
$I,437・34　　$I,270.35
$賞,625.43　　$重,345.○○
2,246・9重　　　工,233.77
$3,872.34　　$2,578.77
Total Professional Ca,re Of Patients… … ‥　$5重,66I.87　$46,S7重.86
Department Expenses
Ambulance -
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$2,279.93　　$2,042.59
2,035・87　　　重,47工.90
$4,3重5・80　　$3,5重4.49
$4,854.28　　$4,536.84
493・7重　　　重986.45
$5,347・99　　$6,523.29
$I I,738.28　　$I I,523.98
I|,36I.5O　　|5,486.44
$23,099.78　　$27,OIO.42
Ki七che虹-
Labor
Lamdry -
Steward’s Department一
Provisions -
FIourand Bread.‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
MilkandCream....‥ ‥. ‥
Groceries‥‥ ‥ ‥.‥ ‥ ‥‥
Butter and Eggs…. ‥ ‥. ‥
Fruit and Vegetables… ‥ ‥
Meats, Poultry and Fish , ‥
重9重5　　　　　　重9重4
$6,830.83　　$6,393.77
重,工64.74　　　重,223・78
$7,995.57　　$7,6工7.55
$6,05工.60
重,942・42
$7,994.02
$696.○○
3,2重〇・75
重3,694.86
8,374.88
重工,063.94
工2,重9重.89
20,32○○77
$5,866.70
2,540.87
$8,407.57
$92重.O重
2,680.38
I4,06〇・34
7,工82.26
重O,658.8重
重2,○○7.98
2工,592・32
$69,553.09　　$69,重03.重O
Total Department Expenses… … … … ‥　$II8,3O6.25　$I22,I76.42
General House and Property Expenses
Electric Lighting. ‥.
Fuel, Oil and Waste.
Maintenance, Real Es七ate, Buildings.
Maintenance, Machinery, TooIs ‥ ‥.
Plunbing and Steam Fitting.. ‥ ‥ ・
$7,823.75
重工,537・7I
工,295.工8
3,368.25
32〇・30
2,I44.06
8 重39.02
8,928・80
3,687.78
$4,重24.92
重4,043.64
重,4重3・9重
3,重79.8重
325.9重
2,603.05
重量,787.46
9,293・重6
3,5重O.66
$47,244.85　　$50,282.52
Tota,1 Op6rating Expenses… … … … …. $237,O64.87　$238,267.83
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Statement of Current Revenues
For Years ending December 3I) I9I5 and I9I4
Private Room Patients..
Ward Paying Pa,tients. …
輩誌監註料
Receipts for the year… , ‥
重9重5　　　　　重9重4
……・　$50,884・88　$47,49I.重2
重O7,865・重2 -　重O2タ543・49
重8〇・重6∴∴∴ 3重5.○○
重4,79〇・20　　重O,272.工0
4,ゼ7・67　　　3,960.○○
I・632・8重　　2,237.06
盤駕　擦霊
〇〇〇〇iこここここここ　　　　""〇二二ここここ:二二二二二二二二〇〇
$I94,重44・O重　$重8重,433・75
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Report of the General Executive Committee
To the Board of Tmstees :
The first sad page of the record of our General Executive
Committee is that on which is recorded the death of our es_
teemed coueag叫e and c○-WOrker, Dr. W廿liam O. Mann.
We desire to spread upon our o缶cial record this testimony
Of high personal esteem, reSPeCt for his great executive ab批ty,
his integrity of purpose, Our apPreCiation of龍s admirable
qua臆ca.tions for the position of c址ef executive of our hospital,
and to express our sense of persona1 1oss sustalned through his
untimely death.
Dr. Mam was bom in RandoIph, Mass., October I9, |869.
He was graduated from Boston University SchooI of Medicine in
|892. He was assistant physician of the State Insane Hospi七al
at Westborough for about three yea,rS, after which he accepted
the position of Assista,nt Superintendent of the State Hospital
for the Insane at Fergus Fa11s, Mim. In |899 he was ap-
POinted Superintendent of the Massachusetts Homceopathic
Hospital, Which position he held at the time of his death, Which
OCCurred on Ap血9, r9I5.
He was a member of the American Medica,1 Association,
Ame五can Institute of Homceopathy, Massachusetts Medical
Society, Massachusetts Homceopa七hic Medical Society, Boston
Homceopathic Medical Society, Massachusetts Surgical and
GynaecoIogical Society, and the American Hospita,1 Association,
Of w撞ch he was president at the time of his dea,th. He was a
member of several Masonic bodies and of the Boston Art CIub.
He is survived by his wife and two daughters.
During his sixteen years of o臆ce the hospital more than
doubled its ca,PaCity and its e飴ciency. Dr. Mam had charge
Of the construction of the Ha,yneS Memorial for contagious
4°
diseases. At the time of his death he was engaged in building
the細eW Matemity Department.
Dr. Marm,s chief interest in聯e, OutSide of his immediate
fam血y, WaS the hospital. He was consecrated to its upbuild-
ing; he was an indefatigable worker, and his mind was always
empIoyed in the intrica,te Problem of hospital adrninistration.
He was recognized by hospital superintendents throughout
this couutry as an authority on hospital management and a
man of exceptional executive ability. His end and aim in謄e
was the development of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hos-
Pital to the highest degree of e鐙ciency・
Dr. Edward P. Colby was bom in Cincinnati, Ohio, March 4,
|839, and died in Boston, November I,工9I5, aged 76 years・
He spent his ea血y life in Claremont, N. H., a,nd received his
early education at Claremon七Academy. He studied medicine
at Harvard for one year and in 186I WaS graduated from the
Long Island Hospital College.
Dr. Colby enlisted i調the Navy immediately after his gradua-
tion and served for three years under Admiral Fa調agut.
For twenty一五ve years he practised medicine in Wakefield,
Mass., and in工887 gaVe uP his practice there and opened an
o鯖ce in Boston for the treatmen七of nervous diseases.
Dr. Colby was one of the founders of Boston University
SchooI of Medicine, WaS a member of its丘rst faculty, and at
the time of his death was professor of nervous diseases. For
twenty-tWO yearS he was consulting physician in nervous
diseases on the sta鮮of the Massa,Chusetts Homceopa,thic Hos-
pital and was for many years cha,ima,n Of its medical board・
He was chairman of the consulting board of the Westborough
State Hospi七al and was a member of many medical societies・
Dr. Colby won the a橿ection of a11 who were associated wi七h
him, and by his death the hospital sustains a great loss・
The death of Dr. Mam has thrown increa,Sed responsib批ies
upon Dr. E. R. Lewis, Who has creditably perfomed the duties
Of Acting Superintendent.
The new appointee, Dr. H. M. Pollock, Will assume the
active duties of Superiutendent on Feb調ary重・
4工
Medical Department
The medical sta,箇has been organized to confom with lthe
調1e of the trustees and the service divided into two terms of
Six months each’Dr. F. P. Batchelder taking the tem from
April七o October and Dr. Edward E. Allen from October to
Ap血.
The plan seems to be working hamoniously, and each service
has three physicians in attenda皿Ce.
We regret to amounce the serious illness of Dr. Emest M.
Jordan. Dr. Jordan has served with grea七fai七址ulness in the
nervous clinic at the Out-Patient Departmen七for the past
fourteen years. During this time he has conducted the Mon-
day and Thursday clinics, and more recently the Tuesday and
Friday dinics also. We desire to commend Dr. Jordan foでhis
falthiul and painstaking service and to extend to hi皿our best
wishes for龍s complete recovery・
Th6 work at the Wes七Department has shown healthy growth
drl血g I9]5, and this is largely attributable to the careful
SuPervision and faithful watchfulness of Dr. Conrad Wessel_
hoeft. He has served as visiting physician throughout the
entire year, a truly arduous task, and we desire to thank him
for his good work.
Changes in Sta鱈
Dr. Horace Packard, having rea,Ched the age limit, is recom-
mended for the position of consulting surgeon.
Dr. G. D. Bliss, for the same reason, is recommended for
the position of ∞nSulting obstetrician.
Dr. W. T・ Lee has resigned as visiting physician and has
been recommended for appointment as specialist in diseases of
the skin.
It is recommended that Dr. George H. Earl be transfe調ed
from the Orthop穏dic Department to the position of obstetrician.
In addition the following appointments are recommended
in the main bospital: Dr. W. F. Ph劃ips as visiting physician,
Dr. J. W・ Schimer as assistant orthop提dic surgeon pro !em.,
Dr. William J. Taylor as assistamt obstetrician.
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工n the Ou七〇Patient Department the following appointments
are∴reCOmme虹ded: Dr. R. O. Parris, Dr. Mary Parker, Dr.
Louis Salvin, Dr, Abraham Colines to the Medical Department ;
Dr. Clifford D. Harvey to the Surgical Department; Dr. C. J.
Sukeris to the Orthopaidic Depar七ment ; Dr. Ralph‘ C: Wiggin
to the Genito-Urinary Depar七ment; Dr. R. O. Pa調is and Dr.
W. W. Walker to the Nose and Throat Department; Dr. Ha調y
A. Watts to the Ophthalmic Departmen七; Dr. O. R. Chadwell
to the children,s chic; Dr. Percy G. Browne and Dr. George
N. Lapham to the chest clinic; and Dr. Mary Moore to the
post-natal clinic.
Retirements
Under the age limit established by the trustees, We reCOrd
the retiremeut of Dr. Horace Packard, Who has held the posi-
tion of surgeon in the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital
since工888.
Dr. Packard gradua,ted from Boston University SchooI of
Medicine in I88o. After a short period spent in general prac-
tice, in which he was associated with Dr. I. T. Talbot, he
studied medicine in VIema, Berlin, and London. After five
years of general practice he devoted his attention exclusively
to surgery・
He has held the position of professor of surgery in Boston
U血versty SchooI of Medicine for twenty years and of surgeon
in the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital for twenty-SeVen
years・ He is consultipg surgeon in the Newton and Brockton
hospitals, is a fellow of the American Co11ege of Surgeons’and
a member of nunerous medical societies.
In七he medical school he ha,S become eminent as a teacher.
As a surgeon he is distinguished’and through his writings and
contributions to surgery has attained a nationa,1 reputation.
He has contributed generously to medical靴erature and ha‘S
devised many surgical appliances, instru皿ents, and new methods
of operating which are now widely accepted・
In the introduction of new operations he has been a pioneer,
studying extensively in foreign clinics and introducing the best
of the new ideas into our hospital. He was the-first of our sta癒
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to perform many operations which are to-day universa11y
adopted.
As an opera七〇r he is brilliant and rapid, amd his clinics bave
been much sought by those desirous -Of acquiring the latest
advances in surgical technique. The present reputation of the
hospital is very largely attributable to Dr. Packard,s achieve-
ments in the field of surgery. Through his influence the hos-
Pital has received important bequests.
We honor and respect his progressive ?Pirit, his devo-
tion and his Ioyalty to our honceopathic institutions. By
his retirement the hospita1 1oses its most distinguished
SurgeO皿.
The age limi七also retires Dr. George D. Bliss from active
Service in the Matemity Depa,rtment.
Dr. Bliss was bom in Rehoboth, Mass., Was graduated from
the Providence High School, East Greenwich Academy, and
from Boston Universi七y SchooI of Medicine in |88工.
He pursued post-graduate studies in the Harvard Medical
School, in New York, P皿adelphia, and Chicago, and attended
foreign cli正cs. He has practised medicine in Boston since his
graduation and is a member of many ho皿ceopathic medica,1
SOCie七ies.
He was appointed obstetrician in the Matemity Department
of the Massachusetts Hcmceopathic Hospital in |9O7 and his
COnducted tems of service in this department up to the present
time. He ba,S Served in the surgical, Obstetrical, and skin cli血cs
Of the Out-Patien七Departmen七. His work in the Obs七etrical
Department has been characterized by conscientious attention
to a11 the demands of an exacting service.
Dr. A. Howard Powers retires fron active service, hawing
been constan七ly comected with the Out-Pa七ien七Departmen七
and the medical schooI since his graduation in |885.
In the college he has held the positions of demonstra七or of
anatomy and lecturer in clinical surgery since |9O4, and for
many years he was surgeon in the Massachusetts Homceopathic
Hospital. In the Out-Patient Department he has conducted
Clinics in surgery and dema,tOIogy.
Dr. Powers was bom in Sutton, Vt., and his pre血ninary
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educa七ion was received at Montpelier Seminary. He is a
member of many homceopathic medical socie七ies.
The hospital is grea,tly indebted to Dr. Po雨’erS for the thirty
years of conscientious service which he has rendered.
PathoIogical Department
On recommendation of the Executive Committee the trusl
tees have appointed Dr. David L. Belding as pathoIogist to
the Haynes Memorial, Out-Patient, and Obstetrical depart-
ments. This was made necessany by the increased demands
upon the PathoIogical Department occasioned by a new Mater-
nity and Out-Patient Departmen七.
Scientific Meetings
The first scientific mee七ing of the sta鮮was held on the even-
ing of Apri1 5 in the auditorium of the Evans Memoria,1.
The following papers were presented :
“ Hemia Work at the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital
for the Year |9I3,’’by Charles T. Howard, M.D.
This paper was a s側虹mary Of the end res血ts of hemia opera-
tions, aS determined by our follow-uP System.
“Infant Mortality,’’by Dr. E. P. Ruggles.
“ Observations on Twhight Sleep,” by Dr. Louis Silver.
These papers were discussed by Drs. W. F, Wesselhoeft, F,
P. Batchelder, J. Emmons Briggs, G. H. Ead, W. A. Ham, and
E. W. Smith. -
At the sta箇meeting of June I4 the pa,PerS PreSented were as
follows:
“The Feeding of Typhoid Patients,’’by Dr. O. R. Chadwell.
“A Study of Intraca,PSular Fractures of the Hip,” by Dr.
A. G. Howard.
This paper was a r6srm6 0f cases of fracture of the hip which
had been treated in the hospita,1 during the past ten years, and
the final results obtained.
The discussion of these papers was by Drs, Wood, Allen,
Batchelder, and Briggs.
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The meeting of December∴2I WaS beld at the new Out-
Patient Depa続ment.
Dr. J. Emmons Briggs read a paper on “ The Inteme Problem
at the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospita,l.” Dr. E. E.
A11en presented “Some Phases of the Inteme Problem.’’ A
PaPer WaS read by Dr. C. C. Yerbury on “The Inteme’s Point
Of View.’’ A general discussion fo11owed, Participated in by
Drs. H. M. Pollock, F. P. Batchelder, Ralph Hopkins, and
〇七hers.
These mee七ings are both interesting and ins七ructive. Themes
Of especial importance to the sta節and to the hospital are con-
Sidered. Much discussion follows the presentation of papers;
the attendance is large and the outlook is promlSmg.
Clinical Congress
The Clinical Congress of Surgeons of North America, held
their anma,1 meeting in Boston from October 25 tO 3O. All'Of
the principal hospitals in Boston held special surgical clinics
during the session. Our hospital presented 86 cases. Six clinics
in general surgery were given, in which 3 7 CaSeS Were OPerated.
There were four nose and throat clinics, tWO Orthop穏dic,
two eye, tWO gyna3COIogical, and one ear clinic. In addition
demonstrations were held in the PathoIogical Depa,rtment.
Three clinics and demonstrations were beld in the Matemity
Department.
A皿clinics were well organized, largely attended, and received
much favorable comment, Ca,SeS Of exceptional interes七being
PreSented.
Daily luncheons were provided by the hospital for visiting
SurgeOnS, and the new Matemity Building, although not com-
Pleted, WaS OPen daily to visi七ors.
On October |3 a Surgica,1 clinic was beld in conjunction with
the Massachusetts HomceQPathic Medical Society. Eleven
Patients were operated upon by the various members of the
hospital sta鱈.
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New Resident Positions
There have been recen七ly created the new positions of resi-
dent physicia,n and resident surgeon in the Main Hospital,
resideat obstetrician for the Obstetrical Department, and
resident physician and surgeon for the Wes七Department.
These are sa,1aried positions, aVailable to physicians who have
had one or more years’experience as inteme in an accredited
hospital. These positions are both exeoutive and clinical and
Should prove of great advantage to the hospital and to the’
inteme. Especial attention has been given to the assigrment
Of duties of these new residen七s, SO that no abridgment of the
Clinical work of the inteme shall occur. The inteme will be
relieved from many of the perfunctory duties formerly imposed
upon him, a1lowing him to devote al重. his time to strictly pro-
fessional matters.
The residents have specia,1 oversight of the intemes in their
respective departments. In this way it is hoped that many of
the misunderstandings which have formedy occurred on the
Part Of new inoumbents may be obviated.
Faithful service renders the inteme eligible for these new
POSitions. It is the policy of the General Executive Committee
to recoIrmend to the trustees appointments in the Out-Pa七ient
Department and upon the hospita,1 sta節from the ranks of
those who have faithfully served in subordinate positions. A
SOund medical education, SuPPlemented by a year’s clinical
training, is a solid foundation upon which all higher appoint-
ments oust rest.
Matemity Department
The new ma七er血ty building was dedicated January | and
immediately opened for the reception of pa,tients. This bu丑d-
ing, Which includes the Out-Patient Department, embodies the
latest ideas in hospital construction and equipmeat.
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Ⅹ-Ray Department
For many years the fac通ties in the X-Ray Departmeut have
been inadequate to accommodate the increased nrmber of
cases. During the past year the t調steeS have granted addi-
tional space for this department and provided another assist-
ant. New apparatus has been purchased. We have now a
thoroughly up-tO-date X-Ray Department, in which very credit-
able wo士k is being done.
Follow-uP System
Reference was made in the last annual armouncement to the
fo11ow」uP WOrk which had been inaugurated. This system has
been elaborated during the past year, SO that it now embraces
the Eye, Obs七etrical, and Orthop…edic departments and w劃
ul七imately be adopted by all the surgical departments・
It is now possible to detemline the amomt of suppuration
which occurs in clean cases and the length of time convalescence
is retanded fron this or other surgical complica七ions.
These cards are glVmg uS muCh valuable informa七ion as to
the end results obtained in a11 surgical cases and camot fail to
Show us wherein we may increase our e航ciency.
A decided improvement has been instituted in the surgical
records of the hospital by ha,ving a clinical clerk in the
OPerating room during all clinics, in order to receive the
dictation of the surgeons immedia,tely upon the completion of
OPerations ・
The General Executive Committee has endeavored to
Perform conscientiously a11 the duties outlined by the
七則s七ees.
New problems are constantly confronting us∴ RecognlZmg
the importance of co6peration with a11 members of the sta節,
the Surgical Execu七ive Commit七ee has seat a letter to those
holding appointments in the Surgical, Obs七etrical, and Specialist
departments asking them for suggestions which would increase
七he e飴ciency of the hospita,1 or make their own work more
attractive.
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It is hoped that the sta癒will respond to this request and pre-
Sent Suggestions, Which if feasible w皿l re∞ive careful con-
sideration.
Respectfully submitted ,
F. P. BATCHELDER,
EDWIN R. LEWIS,
EDWAR。 E. ALLEN,
W. F. WESSELHOEFT,
J. EMMONS BRTGGS;
Geneγαi E%eCuガリe Cbmmi′′ee.
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Robert Dawson Evans
DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL RESEARCH AND PREVENTIVE
MEDICINE
Arthough still in its developmental period, the Depautment
Of Clinical Research and Preventive Medicine, constituting the
Robert Dawson Evans Memorial, is already winning a place as
One of the recognized institu七ions doing worthy scient詭c work
and making substa加ial contribution to the public welfare.
In the matter of equipment, endowment, and the preeminent
quali丘ca七ions of its staff of workers, there is no咄ng in the whole
homceopathic world to compare with it, and long-eSta,bfrohed
institutions of similar cha,raCter ane WatChing its progress with
respectful attention.
As the men who bave been specially trained to the ideals and
WOrk of the department have gained in strength and experience,
a more de丘nite organization has been evoIved, and a clearer
undeI.S七anding of puaposes makes more certain the attainment
Of satisfactory res血ts.
Many necessary additions and improvements have been
made to labora,tOry equipment. Three women technicia,nS are
now under salary and are being trained to perfom many of the
minor deta遭s of laboratory work, thus affording the = research
associates " more time for consideration of important scien舶c
PrOblems.
Dr. Sanford B. Hooker’of the PhamacoIogical Laboratory,
has been granted leave of absence until July, [9I6, and is as-
SOCiated in the meantime with Professor Gay of the University
Of Califomia’in research work along lines of typhoid immunity
and therapy, and at Professor Gay,s request this important
Work is to be duplieated at the Evans Department.
The following laboratory reports w劃indicate the character
of the activities in the various departments :
5o
During the past year the Pa,thoIogical and Bacteriological
departments have gradually emerged from the chaos incidental
to and, Pe血aps, unaVOidable during its developmental period.
A ra七her large portion of time was therefore consuned, Partic-
ulady during the first half of the year, by a rea,djustment of
forces and by considerable plaming for the future.
Several promising investigations have been begun during the
year. Most of them w軸require a good deal of time for their
COnSunmation. The greatest amount of time was, Perhaps,
given to a detailed study, eSPeCially from a, PathoIogical sta,nd-
POint, Of a small series of highly interesting cases. Most of
these ha,Ve COme tO autoPSy, and a report upon them is now in
PreParation.
Much attention ha,S also been claimed by the sero- and
rhachio-diagnosis of nervous diseases, Particulariy those with
a syphilitic etioIogy, aS Well as by their treatment with special
皿odifica,tions of Ehrlich’s chemotherapy.
工m血11mOIogica,1 studies have been undertaken in regard to
the relation of the baciuus of avian tuberculosis to the human
and bovine types, methods of diagnosis and the possible danger
through the food supply to the public health. The in鬼uence of
diumal variation, food, eXerCise, exCitement, age, SeX and species
Were Studied in comec七ion with the physiological varia七ions in
the temperatures of birds. And also an investigation was be-
gun on the histoIogy, PhysioIogy and pathoIogy of cens present
in the blood of birds.
A sensitized typhoid vaccine obtained from Dr. F. P. Gay of
Califomia through the agemy of Dr. Sanford B. Hooker was
used on a limited number of acute typhoid cases. The results
StrOngly warrant more extensive work along this line in the
treatment of typhoid fever.
The departmen七has su鮮ered to some exteut through the
dearth in dyes and other laboratory materials, CauSed by pre-
Vailing European conditions. It has, therefore, been necessary
to abandon or, at least, POStPOne inde血itely the most promis-
ing piece of research work attempted.
In the PharmacoIogical Department the work consisted of:
(|) An investigation of digitalis, With special reference to its
5工
moあS apeγand; in cardia,C disorders originating from lesions of
the Bundle of His. This wo血appears in the Ne秒Engめnd
胸dわal Cα%坊e for May, June, and August.
(2) Preliminary work was begm on ragweed pollen in its
relation to the prophylaxis and cure of that form of hay fever
brought on by this pollen. As yet nothing ha,S been published
With regard to this.
(3) Under the auspices of this department, an analysis of 6oo
CaSeS of sca血et fever at the West Department is being con-
ducted in order to determine the e飴ciency of remedies con-
sidered to be indica,ted in this disease.
(4) An analysis of 3O° CaSeS Of diphtheria has also been made
With reference to the therapeutics of diphtheria both from the
medicina,1 and the serological standpoint.
(5) The work done on the use of beuadonna as a prophylactic
in scarlet fever has been completed and offers the most accurate
determination of the e飴ciency of the drug in this capacity
Which has yet appeared in the literature. A report of this will
be made in the next two months.
In the absence of Dr. Hooker, the work of the department has
been largely cli正cal rather than of a laboratory nature.
In the Chemical Department a somewhat extended study
has been undertaken for the purpose of standardizing and uni-
fying the various chemica,l procedures made use of for diagnostic
PurPOSeS. A long series of preliminary measurements has been
made and the work at present is well under way. Defirite
results along certain lines may be expected in the course of the
next few months. In addition, a, S七udy for the detection and
quantitative detemination of arsenic in various organic mix-
tures has been undertaken. The existing measures of arsenic
determination are a11 open to more or less criticism, and an
attempt is being made to determine the probable error of the
Various existing methods and to develop a method from which
these have been eliminated. This work is also under way, and
the preliminary measurements are encoura,ging, although the
problem itself is of such a character as to preclude hope of speedy
COmPletion.
A metabolism experiment was ca重ried on with one of the
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Patients in the hospital, W龍ch gave interesting results concem-
ing the e範ciency of assimilation and dissimilation in the case
and permitted the exclusion of assimilative di鉦culty as a factor
Of the condition.
The Department has been able, With the ald of the general
hospital staff, tO SOlve a considerable ntmber of diagnostic
Problems referred by physicians, and this servi∞ is appareutly
much appreciated by those having obscure cases which have
ba鍋ed ordinary means of investiga南on.
The =Free Public Health Talks・・ have been increasingly
POPular and several of the =Talks,, have attracted audiences
too la略e to be accommodated in the lecture han.
Considerably more than ten thousand people have attended
these courses, and the purely gratuitous service of many eminent
men not comected with our institutions is a tribute, nOt O血y
to the alt調ism of the medical profession, but also to the respect
in which the =Evans Depa露ment” is held.
W蘭e the European war has seriously interfered with our
Plan for a籍ording qualified men opportunity for advanced study
abroad’the advantages offered by American institutions ha,Ve
been utilized in furtherance of the puapose of the Department
to fumish to the world men and women thoroug蘭y trained to
COPe With disease in its manifold forms.
However valuable the direc七output of our research, it is con-
fidently expected that the great profit that shall come to man-
kind fron our institution will come through the ‘ministration
and example of those who ¥have received their professional nur-
ture and ideals from this grand endowment.
FRANK C. RICHARDSON,
のめicαl Di彬doγ.
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Report of the PathoIogist
To the Trustees of the Massachusetts Homceopat龍c Hospital :
I have the honor to present the following report of the De-
Partment Of PathoIogy for the year 1915.
The year just passed is the fifteenth conseoutive one in
which I have been comected with the laboratory. Du轟壷
this period the amount of work has greatly increa,Sed, the scope
of the丘eld covered much widened, and, it is hoped, the value to
the institution and its attendants been m早Ch amp臆ed・ From
the standpoint of actual material increa‘Se it may be of interest
to note tha七in my丘rst an叩al report (19OI) a total of 8oo
exarninations was recorded. In the　五fth t址s number had
increased to 3,O27. In the tenth (|9IO) i七was 4,563. In the
present one (|9|5), aS Will be noted, mOre than 7,OOO Various
exarnina七ions, testS, etC., are rePOrted. This increase has been
much greater than has been the corresponding increase in the
number of patients treated in the hospi七al and is due largely
tO the introduction of new methods of laboratory diagnosis
now so vita11y essential to the satisfactory study of disease・
The work of the year immediately pa,SSed has not been marked
by any particularly notable events, it having progressed s七ead-
ily and smoot址y, thanks to an unusua11y loyal corps of asso-
ciates and assistants. The number of tissue examinations
shows a slight decrease over last year’due to a smaller nrmber
of surgical ・ OPerations where pathological examination wa,S
essential. At present, routine examination of a11 surg王cal tis-
sues is ma,de, nOne being destroyed without being first sub-
mitted to the pa,thoIogist. 0血y once before in the鉦teen
years has there been a langer number of autopsies, but even
now the nunber is far too sma11 for an adequate study of the
fatal cases and a resultant increased aoumen for diagnosis,
prognosis, and treatmeut. A more extensive use of the Wasser-
mam and other complement fixation tests is very desirable for
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the proper recognition of many conditions of otherwise un_
known etioIogy.
Routine anti-tyPhoid inoculation of all new nurses admitted
bas been continued with good results.
As heretofore the laboratory has been open from about haIf
Past eight in the moming to five or six o,dock at night, in addi-
tion to other times when emergency required・ In one respect
it seems possible that the laboratory might be of more benefit
than it now is・ This is in regand to its educational value. It
has always been open to the intemes, extemeS, and house o鏡_
CerS aS a Place in which to make various examinations on也eir
hospital cases・ In furtherance of咄s the janit r has been
requested to虹ow such access to the labora七〇ry, at Other than
the regular hours, When emergency requires it. Some few of
these young physicians have done considerable wo血in this
Way・ with resultant profit to themselves, but the majority have
for one reason or another allowed the opportunity to pass.
This report would be incomplete withbut an expression of
the unifomaly satisfactory and corrmendable work of Dr.
Elizabeth Ross, Who has been in a11 but nam6 assistant pathoIo-
gist, also of that of Miss Edith Leahy and the young men who
Summary of Work Perfbrmed in the PathoIogical
Laboratory
Tissue examinations
Eye..‥‥‥
Ear..‥.‥‥
Nose‥.‥..
To血g録e. ‥..
Lip‥....‥
Parotid gland
La重y重は. ‥..
Stoma心‥ ‥
Appendix. …
Intestine ‥..
Peritoneum.
Gall bladder.
Ki血ey‥...
Bladder‥. ‥
7　　Prostate‥..‥‥.‥ ‥
4　　Testicle. ‥.‥ ‥‥ ‥
2　　Vagina.‥‥‥‥..‥
重3　　Uterus‥.‥ ‥ ‥‥ …
2　　Uteru§, endometrium.
3　　Fa皿opian tube... ‥.
0va重y….‥‥.‥‥‥
Ma皿皿a重y gland‥. ‥
Ly皿Phnode...‥‥ ‥
Thyroid gland‥. ‥ ‥
重4　　S田鶴....‥‥.
重4　　Bone‥...‥‥
重O Miscellaneous.
4
?????????????
Clinical Examinations
BIood cultures
Wassermam reactions
Purulent discharges
Cerebro-SPinal fluid
Aspirated fluids
Uranalysis
Schick outaneous tests
Renal function tests
Lumbar punctures
Coagulation time tests
Therapeutic Inoculations
Vaccine inj ections
Salvarsan injections
Intraspinous injections………………‥・‥　　56
Resp∞t細Iy submitted ,
W. H. WATTERS,
Pa lhologis′.
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Treasurer,s Annual Report
Balance Sheet-December 3I, I9I5
AssETS
Real estate (A) l
Bonds (B)
Stocks (C)
Mortgages (D)..‥ ‥…. … … …
Surmy Bank Home investments (E)
Evans Fund No. I investments (F).
Evans Fund No. 2 investments (F).
Evans Special Fund investments (F)
Loring Fund investments (F). ‥. ‥
Clark Fund investments (F) ‥ ‥ ‥.
Grandin Fund investments (F).. ‥.
Prepaid insurance… … …臆. ‥ ‥ ‥.
Prepaid insurance, Evans Building ‥
Accrued interest on bonds. ‥. ‥ ‥.
Superintendent‥ ∴ … … ‥.. …
F皿ds (G)
FreeBedFunds(H)‥‥.‥‥.‥‥.
GeneralFund‥‥..‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥
Sur皿yBankHome….‥‥. ‥ ‥ ‥.
West Department reserve‥.. ‥. ‥.
Evans Fund income accounts (K). ‥
Clark Fundincome… … … …. ‥.
FrancesF.Mam.‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥
$776,849,68
509 , 804.92
I 89,993.50
‥　工73,250.○○
‥ ・　重7,3I〇・〇〇
.‥　99,978,75
‥・ IOO,955・25
.‥　60,〇〇〇.〇〇
・ ‥　　重2,042・25
. ‥　　8,〇〇〇.〇〇
・ ‥　　　3,〇〇〇・〇〇
‥.　2,365.55
375・○○
893.74
$2,○○6,642.30
$I,重95,936.52
296,243.重義
437,048.60
$2,○○6,642.30
l Letters refer to Schedules.
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Receipts and Disbursements
Bala,nCe of Cash on hand Ja,nuany I, I9重5. … ‥
Receipts
Receipts on account of Principal -
Legacies -
Estate of David B. Flint‥. ‥
Estate of Emma Pa,ul. ‥. ‥ ‥
Free Beds -
Estate of Almena J. Flint, Part
Payment…・‥・‥‥‥・‥
Dona.tion of Isa.a,C W. Chick‥
Donations -
Balance of donation of $IOO,-
ooo for new Matemi七y
Bu遭&ng….‥‥‥・‥‥・
R. W. Morville, Jr., With an-
nuity condition… ‥ … ・ ・
Securities sold a,nd皿a.tured‥. ‥
Accrued interest on bonds. ‥ ‥.
Jamaica PlaLin land.…・・ … ・ ‥ ・
Amom′のrγiedfo畑のγd ‥ ‥ ‥
串42,O重3・90
重,275.○○　$43,288・90
$3,5○○.○○
5,〇〇〇.○○　　8,5〇〇・00
$48,042.重O
$50,〇〇〇・〇〇
重O,〇〇〇.○○　60,〇〇〇・〇〇
重95,268・52
重,095・55
50.○○　308,202・97
$356,245.07
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A桝oα初bγOughl.佃岬勤αγd … ‥.
Re∞ipts on account of Income -
Interestonbonds… ‥,. ‥ ‥ ‥.
Dividends on stocks‥‥ ‥ ‥. ‥.
Rent ofAdams House‥‥ ‥ ‥..
Interest on mortga,geS‥ ‥ ‥ ….
Interest on bank balances. ‥.. ‥
Donations -
TalbotAldrich‥..‥‥‥ ‥..
H. S. Grew, Clark Ward..‥ ‥
Charlotte K. Holmes‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.
Boston Scoiety of the New
Jerusalem‥… ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥.
R.H.SteamsCo‥.. ‥‥‥‥
R.S.Codma,n...‥.‥‥‥.‥
Estate of Abby W. Pearson.. ‥.
$30,87I.47
5,885.37
4,875.03
7,322・50
工タ289.58　$50,243.95
$重○○.○○
277.38
5°・○○
重75・○○
3〇〇・ 〇〇
25.○○
Income of Special Funds -
EvansFundNo. I………‥　糾55O.OO
Evans Fund No. 2.. … ‥ ・ …　　5,重49.5I
Evans Fund Special… ‥. ‥ ‥
C血でkF調d.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
〇〇五ngFund‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
G章a皿din F調d‥. ‥ ‥ ‥‥ ‥ ‥
Income from Hotel Newton. ‥..
Items received in adjustment of
Purchases of real estate.. ‥. ‥
Receipts from Superh七endent -
$356,245.07
3 ,〇〇〇.○○
2 80.○○
42〇・〇〇
重5〇・〇〇　重3,549・5重
$I ,608.39
557・93　　2,重66.32　　66,987.重6
‥. $重35,094.92
.‥　52,398.6〇
・ ‥　　6,650.49
60
I94)重44・O重
69,735.8重
3,750.○○
$690,862.05
Disbursement§
Disbursements on account of Principal -
Securities received as part of
lega,Cy Of Da,Vid B. Flint. … ‥
New Matemity Building . ‥ ‥.
Permanent improvements. ‥ …
Realestate‥.‥‥‥.‥.‥‥‥
Add credits in adjustments of
income accounts‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
Jamaica Plain land -
Prepaid insurance‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
Accrued interest on bonds ‥
Amou海`αrγあd互角的α祐. ‥
$28,4重4.○○
245,935・54
重2,374・93
鵜2,OI3.58
28重 I2　52,294.70
$723.60
72.60 796. 20
647.65
重56重.79　約位,024.8重
純42,024.8重
6重
A肋0鋤鳩待γ0`ゆi.佃なり0γ(き‥ ‥ ‥
Payments on account of Income -
General expenses. ‥. ‥ ‥. ‥ ‥.
Lega,l expenses… … … ….. ‥
工ns耽ance.‥‥.‥.‥.‥‥.‥‥
Account of Clark Ward..
Evans Fund………..
ClarkF皿d…‥..‥‥.
Annuities -
Helen Wheelock. ‥. ‥
Eliza,beth J. Wheelock.
R. W. Morviue, Jr.‥.
紛7,重52.62
363.I2
2,625.42　飢0,重4重.重6
$277 38
5,788.54
重72・○○
Permanent improvements, West
Department … … … …….　2,788.75
Adjustments, Purchases
of real esta.te, and
expenses… …... $重,232.90
Less amount belonging
to principal… … … 28I.I2 ・　95I.78
Hotel Newton expenses… …. ‥　　3,3I9.45
Evans Building. … … … … …　　　69.45　I3,867.35
Payments to Superintendent -
Main Hospital.. ‥
West Department.
Ev狐s Bu地租ng …
…. $I82,882.8重
….　34,工99.36
‥‥　重7,49〇・82　234,572・99
On account of Sumy Bank Home.. … ‥.. ‥.
Balan∞ of Cash on harLd December 3I, I9I5…
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参342,024.8 I
38,932・08　297,5重3 58
5I, 23.66
$690, 862.05
Combined General Income and Principal Account
Dr.
Deficit of the Hospital -
Main Hospital… ….$47,787.89
Evans Building… …　8,O63.93
参55,85重.82
Expenses, insurance, an-
nuities… … … … ‥ I3,3I8.7O
翁69書重70.52
Income de丘cit brought
dom… … … … …宙重7,606.57
Permanent improve-
重2,374・93
50 , 〇〇〇.00
Resources increased　53,432.35
針33,4宣3.85
Cr.
Income………… ‥　宙5I,563.95
Bala,nCedown…・・ ・ ‥　重7,6o6.57
$69,重70. 52
Legacies..‥,..‥‥‥
Freebeds‥.‥‥.‥ ‥
Donations‥ ‥ ‥ ‥. ‥
Surmy Bank Home….
Pro丘t and loss. ‥ ‥ ‥
Evans Fund - ga,in in
sales…‥..‥...‥
Clark Fund income. ‥
Evans Fund income...
West Depactment re-
SerVe.‥‥....‥..
Frances F. Mann... ‥
$43,288.90
8,5○○.00
重O,〇〇〇.○○
48,重量3.73
8,020.77
652.○○
IO8.○○
重,669.96
9,3重〇・49
3,750.○○
飢33,4I3.85
Respectfu11y submitted,
ARTIIUR F. EsTABROOK, FreαSuγeγ.
By FREDERTC R. GALLOUPE,
Assisめ海io lhe T彬のSαγeγ
BosTON, January r7, |9|6.
We, the undersigned, Finance Committee of the Ma,SSaChusetts Homce-
OPathic Hospital, have caused the foregoing account to be audited’urlder
the direction of W劃iam Franklin Ha111 exPert a,CCOuntantl Who reports the
Same COrreCt and properly vouched. The Committee has examined the
SeCurities in the hands of the Treasurer and紐lds them as called for by the
auditing expert.
(Signed)　　　　　　　　　　　HENRY S. GREW,
CHARLES F. DowsE,
EzRA H. 1BAKER,
Fあ0綿`e Comm海ee.
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Free Beds
During the first six yea'rS Of the HospitalJ any PerSOn, by
Paying one thousand dollars to the permanent fund’COuld
SeCure the life use of a free bed. Eight such free beds were
established. But it was found that the income of the sum
thus paid was only su億cient to sustain the bed a few weeks
in each year; and’though the Trustees did not fear any es置
Sentia1 1oss to the Hospital from this source, yet they thought
it would be more satisfactory to all to make the cost of the
bed nearly su統ient to meet the expenses of it for the time
OCCuPied. Accordingly’in I877’it was §O arranged that any
PerSOn Who pays one thousand dollars may have the life usc
Of a free bed three months in every year; tWenty-five hun-
dred dollars entitles the donor to the life use of the bed all
the time; and five thousand dollars establishes a permanent
free bed which may always be kept occupied by the donor, and
Which the Hospital shall be bound to maintain after his de-
CeaSe; Or it ma,y be given immediately to the Hospital for its
Permanent uSe, under such name as may be designated and
arranged.
An annual subscription of one hundred and fifty‾ dollars
entitles the donor to the use of a free bed for six months in
the year. Temporary free beds may be secured, tO be used
at any time within one year, at the regular hospital rates, tO
the full amount of the sum paid. The plan enables any one
to own a free bed to the full amount which he may con-
tribute or obtain’by §ubscription or otherwise, for the Hospital.
By the terms of the grant of one hundred and twenty thou-
Sand dollars from the Statel the Trustees agree to maintain
at least twenty free beds in the Hospital.
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List of Permanent Free Beds, Jan. 1st, 1916
NAⅢEOEOwN雷電 ?I虹EOす PAYⅢEN富 ?蜘OUN富 PAI。 ?HARACrBRorBED 
監終盤豊諾二二:∵・・… ?皿e,重877 欝繋 ?|0,oOO.Oo S,°〇°.〇° ?Permanentfreebeds rpermanentfree’bed 
EstateofMissM.E.C.White.…. Mrs.ValeriaGStone 
5,°○○.○○ ?permanentfreebed 
EstateofS.N.Stockwell...……. ?5,o∞.∞ 5,〇°o.○○ ?Permanentfreebed 重Permanentfreebed 
藍藍㌔藷.・:∴∴∴ Mrs.E皿aJ.Wheeler.…‥‥‥.… EstateofMrs.V.G.Stone‥‥‥.. EstateofMrs.EllaF.Roe皿.....‥ Mrs.RebeccaB.Warren‥‥....‥ M重sESCo ?I議 誌驚 5,〇〇°.○○ ?dPermanentfreebed 
5,o∞.∞ ?Permanentfreebed 
5,o∞.○○ ?Permanentfreebed 
5,〇〇°.°o ?Permanentfreebed 
5,〇°°.○○ ?Permahentfreebed 
5,〇〇〇.∞ ?dPermanentfreebed 
EstateofMrs.Cath.H.Wild‥. ??薫 ?,∞o.∞ ふ〇〇〇.∞ ?Permanentfreebed |Permanentfreebed 
EstateofMrs.Cath.P.Perkins‥.. 
HospitalFirstFreeBed‥‥.‥…. ?。軋　重欝 ?重°タ〇〇〇.○○ 5,°∞.○○ ?Permanentfreebeds 重Permanentfreebed 
PhoebeStricklandFreeBedfrom 
estateofJosephT.Bailey.‥…. ?p印　章895 ?タ〇°°.°° ?Permanentfreebed 
CapenFundFreeBed,fromestate ?ec.,　|895 ?,〇〇〇.°○ ?Permanent、freebed 
M3鐘署認諾嵩㌫蒜 ?an.,　重896 ?^,07S.∞ ?permanentfreebed 
M維藍地盤亡霊∴:‥・ ?ec.,1896 Dec.,裏896 ?,∞0.∞ S,o∞.○○ ?Permanentfreebed |Permanentfreebed 
IsaacFemoFreeBedfro皿eState 
ofMrs.A血eraT.B:F。。m。..‥.. 謹誤認怨霊Weld‥・・・・…・ ??鴇 ?,〇〇°.○○ ?Permanentfreebed 
5,°°°.○○ ?permanentfreebed 
Mrs.MaryAmP.Weld‥.....… ??9・:3器 ?,°〇〇〇〇〇 5′°○○.○○ ?Permanentfreebed 1Pemanentfreebed 
TheDanielL.BradfordFreeBed f　h 
romteestateofCarolineH. Stanw○○d...‥..‥‥ ?ﾚ忠三〇3工 ?,〇〇〇.○○ ?Permanentfreebed 
冨諾操業も漁法諾誓::: 丁馬券:議 ?H○,°〇°.〇° 7,〇〇〇.〇° ?Permanentfreebeds |Permanentfreebed Dr.andMrs.IsraelTisdaleTalbot 
Fund‥...‥‥‥..‥ ?酔??,°∞.○○ S,〇〇〇.∞ 5,〇〇〇.○○ 5,〇〇〇.∞ ?Permanentfreebed |Pemanentfreebed |Permanentfreebed エPermanentfreebed 
EstateofMrs.ClaraA.Thacher. 
CharlesHerbertWatson....... 
EstateofGeorgeO.S皿ith…‥.… 
AnnBamardWarrenFreeBedfrom 
estateofHarrietF.Warren..‥‥ ?ct霊3,重9。6 ?,〇〇〇.○○ ?dPermanentfreebed 
EstateofCharlesE.French‥.‥‥ 譜言盤監聾課整:空言 藍清盛盤謹話∴::∴ EstateofDr.OliverHenryArnoId‥ CostelloC.Converse...‥‥...‥. MIdaConvαS Ap皿13o,重〇°7 ?ｫ,〇°o.°○ ?permanentfreebed 
Mar.s,重9°9 ?,〇〇〇.∞ ?Permanentをeebed 
Au争享,工9○○ ?,o∞.○○ ?pemanentfreebed 
Aprl18,|9|0 ?,o∞.〇° ?dpermanentfreebed 
Feb.,191| ?,°○○.〇° ?dpemanentfreebed 
July22,重9重2 ?,°∞.°° ?dPermanentfreebed 
Fcb.27,ェ9重4 ?ﾓ〇°°.○○ ?Permanentfreebed・ 
Nurses’Alumn鍵Assoc..….‥‥‥ Es管潰聖霊‡譜品・… ?eb.27,|914 ?,〇〇〇.○○ ?Permanentfreebed JuⅡcェo,工9工4 ?,5∞.○○ ?Permanentfreebed 
Nov.23,重9重4 ?o,∞o.○○ ?OPermanentfreebeds 
Mrs.A.G.Farweu‥.“…..… ?an.,　重87重 ?dタo∞.°o ?N。fr∞b。d 
Mis§HamahM.Weld,Jamaica Pla血…………‥言‥ 
Sept.,　重87ェ ?d,668.重量 ?ifefreebed 
ThomasF.REchardson,I3Arling- 
tonStreet.‥..............‥.. MissEllenSteams‥‥....‥ ??轟 ?d,〇〇〇.○○ 重l∞o.〇° ?difefrecbed Lifefreebed 
C.E皿ilyFrostLifeFreeBedfrom 
est.ofRufusS.Frost...‥‥‥.. 議書議欝葦葦塁 AImenaJ.BakeトFHnt...….…‥ ?ﾚ。3,怒 ?,5○○.〇° ?i!efreebed 
重,°○○.○○ ?ifefreebed 
Dec.28,重906 ?d75.○○ ?rmualfreebed 
June9,裏9工5 ?,〇〇°.〇° ?dPermanentfreebed 
Nov.2,工9重5 ?,工○○.○○ ?naCC’toffreebed 
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Donations for 1915
Mr. ThomasLa,WSOn…… … …… … … ‥,
Albert Maurice, Lincoln SchooI Gardens, Lym.
MissElizaBurage……………、‥‥・‥‥
Mrs. A. C. Bu調age
Emest Bloom, Lewis SchooI Gardens, Lynn ‥ ・ ・
Miss Nellie Ca証er, Every Sa血rday… … … ‥ <
ChurchofNewJerusa,1em‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ・ ‥ ・ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Dr.C.Cra,ne.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥.‥‥.‥‥・
John Crowley, Inga11s SchooI Gandens, Lym …
Charles Crowley, Ingalls SchooI Gardens, Lym.
Mrs.E. H. Carpenter………・…‥‥‥・‥‥
EmestEverson‥.‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥.‥.‥‥.
Mrs.J.L. Grandin……………………・'
Greenwood SchooI Gardens, Lynn… ‥ ・ … ….
Mrs. H. R. Hedge
Ray Johanson, Corbett SchooI Gardens, Lym.
Mrs.JohnH.Kline… ……………・・‥‥
Mr.Oakes.‥..‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥....‥‥‥‥.
Mrs. CharlesPa血er‥.‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥.‥.‥
Mr. A. H. Ricker
. Water珊ies
…. Flowers
くく
く(
Everett Robinson, Lewis SchooI Gardens, Lynn ‥ ・ ‥ ‥
Mrs.B.J.Wilder‥‥・…‥‥・‥
Mr. T.B.Aldrich‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥
Mrs. W. A., Ward conve血ences ‥ ・
Mrs・Blake………………・:'
Mr. MiltonBeales.‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Miss Many Freeman・ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ・ ‥
Mrs. John C. Haynes… … ‥ ・ …
Mrs. C. H.Watson……‥.‥‥.
R.H.S七eams.‥..‥‥..‥‥‥‥
Mrs. R. J. Crockett‥… ‥ ‥ ‥ ・ ‥
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……… .….$重○○
…………… $5o
… … … ‥Magazines
. Magazines and papers
‥. … … ‥Magazines
. ‥ ‥6丘ctionbooks
 Children,s books
…. Toys for Christmas
Toys for Clark Ward
Mrs. F. E. Pinkham from children of the
Bap七ist Primary Department … ‥　　　　　　　Cards
Mrs. W壷en葛W・ W鮒er… … … … … … … … …CIothing
Mrs. Dwight……… … … … … … … … … … ・CIothing
Mrs. Edward Ba遭ey… … … … … … ‥.Abdominal binders
Mr. A. F. Estabrock… … … ‥ 7 boxes oranges and grapef近t
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Graduates of Training School
I899　Abbott) Miss Alice S.
磐掌盤擢言等喜平
I9O6　Achenbach, Miss W劃hel-
重9O6　AdamsタMiss Alice M.
I9O5 *AdamsI Miss Rose M.
I9重2　Ahea‘m, Miss Grace A.
I9I3　Allen, Miss Elmyra W・
I9O9　A11eyne, Miss FIorence
I9O9 *A皿ison, Miss Agnes H"
I9O4　Amazeen, Miss FIorence M.
I9I5　Amerault, Agnes M.
I9I3 *Amerault, Miss Mamie
|9O2 *Anderson, Miss A虹na, K. D.
I9I3　Anderson, Miss Ama C・
I9O5　Anderson, Miss Jessie
I9I2　Anderson, Miss Gertrude Q.
I9IO AnsIow, Miss Grace E.
I896 *Arenburg, Miss Anna, J・
I894 *Armington, Miss Helen F.
I898　Amstrong, Miss Bessie I.
I894　Amstrong) Miss Ellen S.
重9O6　Atchinson, Miss Lottie
I9I4　Austin; Miss Dorothy
I9O5　Ayer, Miss Lucy E・
I9I3　Bain, Miss Helen
I9I3　Baird, Miss Jeanie K.
I9I5 *Banweu, Nellie
I899 *Banwell, Miss Janet L.
I9O4　Barrett) Miss Elizabeth R.
I9O5　Barrett, Miss Anna
I894　Bamum, Miss Ellenor
重9I2　Batchelder, Miss Eva M.
|9O4　Baxter’Miss Laura M.
I9O7　Bea,Chan, Miss Myra L.
I89O *Beal’Miss Ka,therine V.
I9I3　Bcarce, Miss Alice E・
重9I4　Beckwith, Miss Clara L.
重897 *Beebe, Miss Esther M.
I9I2　Bertholdi, Miss Mary R.
I889　Blackl Miss Alice
I9I5　Blagden, Mildred E.
I9IO Blantener, Miss Josephine
MacD.
I9O2 *Bligh, Miss Eldora E・
|9O3 *Bohaker, Miss Edith M.
I897 *Bond, Miss Carlotta‘
I9O9　Bool) Miss Marie
|902 *Bowers, Miss Annie
I894　Bowlby, Miss Ma,y
I9I3　Boy r, Miss Ma’ry H.
I896　Breed, Miss Jennie A.
I9重2　Brievogal, Miss Laura C・
I9IO Briggs, Miss Catherine G・
|9I3掌Brock, Miss Mary
I895 *Brock, Miss Mary E.
I899　Brooks, Miss Mary E.
|896 †Brown, Miss Katherine
I896　B own) Miss Nellie
I9OI Brown’Miss Li11a M.
I9O2　Brown, Miss Mattie W・
I9O7 *Brown, Miss Esther F.
I9I3　Bullard) Miss Nancy W.
I9O8 *Bums, Miss Mabel L.
I9O9　Bumside, Miss Frances
I9O9 *Butterfield, Miss Ger七rude M.
I9I4　Buzzen, Miss Ruby
I9O2　Cadwelll Miss Charlotte
I9O9 *Cahill, Miss Catherine
I9O7　Caims, Miss Helen W・
I9H Caldwdl, Miss FIorence E・
I898 *Campbell, Miss Janet
I9O9　Campbell) Miss Christine T.
I9O5　Campbell) Miss Martha S.
I899　C rr, Miss Helen F.
I9O重　Carveu’Miss Bertha
I895　Cassel) Miss Mercy M.
I9II *Cassidy, Miss Ama E.
I895 *Ca,Vannahl Miss Ca,therineW.
I908　Caw血ome, Miss Bessie
I9I2　Cayting) Miss Lillian G・
I9O5　Chapinl Miss Mae
重9I4　Chase) Miss Ada R.
I896　Cheney, Miss A. Belle
I9I5　Chester, Inez L.
I896　Churchill, Miss Mary S.
重9IO奪Clark, Miss Ma,rian P.
重89I *Clearwater, Miss Same
I9I2　Cleasby, Miss Mary B.
重9O9　CIogston, Miss Jessie
I89I *Cobb, Miss FIorence A.
|9O4 *cobum, Miss Mary B.
I9I3　Co鐙n, Miss Mary L.
重9OI *Colbum, Miss Edith
I9I2　Coe, Miss Louise M.
I9IO *Coffey, Miss Mabel G.
I9O4†掌co緬n, Miss Margaret
|895 *cole, Miss Frances
I9I5　Conn, Ethel M.
重887 *Dinsmore, Mrs. LillianBums
9I3　Dodkin, Miss Harriet H.
899 *Dodge, Miss Laura
9O6 *Dow, Miss Genevieve A.
895　DownS, Miss Lina, V.
890　Drake, Miss Adelia M.
I9O4 *Dmmmond, Miss Maud I.
|899†*Dunbar, Miss Jessie V.
I897　Dur血am, Miss FIorence A.
I9O8　Durm, Miss Genevieve A.
I9O|　Durant, Miss Georgina M.
I9重2　Durgan, Miss Idabel
I9O8　Eames, Miss Helen A.
|888　Edgerton, Miss Dorcas K.
I9O9　Egan, Miss Nina
I9II ConnorsタMiss Florence M.  I9O6　Ehlert, Miss Irene A. S.
三富需鸞器護s.三縄馨護憲誌
I9I4　Corey, Miss Mary C.
I9O9 *Cousins, Miss Edith L.
重9O8 *cowan, Miss Nellie M.
|9O2　Creaser, Miss Edith
I9I2　Crawford, Miss Ma,rga,ret J.
I9O9　Creed, Miss Mary E.
|898　Creessy, Miss Edith G.
I899　Crittenden) MissRuthE. M. I9I4　Emmerson’Miss Edith K.
|899　Crosby, Miss Bertha
I9O5　Crosby, Miss Louise
|909　Crosse, Miss Celia M.
I9I4 *Cullen, Miss Frances M.
I9O8　Cu皿en, Miss Margaret
I9O2　Currier, Mrs. Leonora B.
I9OI *Currier, Miss Lena G.
|894　Curtis, Miss Lida
I9IO Cushing, Miss BlancIle
I9IO Cushing, Miss Georgia L.
I895 *cutts’Miss Dorothy M.
I9I5　Dalrymple, Edna J.
I894　Daly, Miss Mary C.
|896 †Da,Vis, Miss Alice J.
I896 *Davis, Miss Mattie
|896 *Dean, Miss Alma
I9OI *Deane, Miss Bessie
I9|2 *Denckla,u, Miss Pauline L.
I9O9　DeRusha, Miss Lena E.
I9I2 *Devaney, Miss Rose
重9O5　Diaz, Miss M. Jean
I897　Dickey, Miss Alexandrja,
I9O8 *Estes, Miss Madeline M.
I899　Evans, Miss Alice M.
I9I5　Evans, Ida May
I9O5 *Fanjoy, Miss Ethel W.
I908 *Faulkner, Mrs. Helen B.
I897　Femesey, Miss Mary V.
|9O6　Fenwick, Miss Susie P.
重893　Filmore, Miss Harriet M.
|896坤isher, Miss Anna
I9O9　Fisher, Miss Maud E.
|9O4　Fla,Sh, Mrs. Alice H.
I894 *Flemming, Mrs. Anna T.
I897　Forbes, Miss Harriet
I9I2　Ford, Miss FIorence
I9O2　Ford, Miss Sara. E.
I894 †Fosket, Miss Ne11ie
I898　Fowler, Miss Mary F.
I9OI †Fox, Miss Ne11ie M.
|898 *Fraser, Miss Christie A.
I9重4　Freeman, Miss Eunice P.
I9O6　Freeman, Miss Susanne M.
I9I4　F ench, Miss Annie
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置907　French, Miss Susan W.
重896　Fu虹erton, Miss Abbie M.
I895　Fulton, Miss Alice A.
I9II Fulton, Miss Helen A.
I9I2　Ga,11agher, Miss Mimie
I909　Ga11ivan, Miss Anna G.
I9OI *Gammon, Miss Amie M.
|892 *Gates, Miss Mary D.
I9|4　Gates, Miss Nettie S.
I89O Gay, Miss FIorence C.
重888　Gibby, Miss Isabdle P.
I9I重†Giles, Wanita R.
I9I5　Gillespie, L皿ian J.
I9O7　Gillett, Miss Eliza A.
I893 *Glines, Miss Sara,h J.
I9重I Godfrey, Miss Vemie G.
I9O9　Goldsmith, Miss Pauline M.
重903 *Goodwin, Miss Alice P.
I889　Gould, Miss Alice H.
I892 *Gould, Miss Emma J.
重899 *Gould, Miss貰attie
I896 *Graham, Miss Mabelle A.
I899　Grant, Miss Helen
I909　Grant, Miss May
I9O7　Gr通n, Miss FIorence C.
章9O3　Griswold, Miss Alys
I892　Groitt, Miss Margarita
重895　Groves, Miss Frances A.
I9O6 *Gummerson, Miss Mary E.
I9重4　Hagan, Miss Kari S. L.
I9O重事Hau, Miss Edith A. L.
|895　Hamilton, Miss Ella
I892　Ha血on, Miss Johama
I9量3　Hanly, Miss Grace A.
重889 *Hamah, Miss Ora B.
I9OI †Hapnah, Miss Edna
重9I重*Hamaford, Miss Bemice F.
I9O7　Hansen, Miss Alma H.
I897 *Hanway, Miss Mary
I9O4 †傘Harrington, Miss Alice M.
重899　Harrison, Miss Bemese
重9I重*Harris, Miss Katherine A.
I9重4　Harris, Miss Marguerite E.
重888　Haskins, Miss Florence L.
|897 *Hastings, Miss Mary W.
I9O9 *Hart, Miss Louise M.
重9O9　Hartwen, Miss Amie
重9重3　Harvey, Miss Phebe A.
I9I2　Hatfield, Miss Mary H.
I899　Henry, Miss Catherine
I894 *Herrick, Miss Ne11ie G.
I9O7 †Hickey, Miss Katherine L.
I897 *Higgins, Miss Clara, T.
I9I5　Higgins, Blanche M.
重9O6　Higgins, Miss Sarah N.
I9IO H叫Miss MabelA.
I9I4　H nds, Miss Helen L.
重889　Hines, Miss Lida
|9O9 †Hodges, Miss Lucy
I9O2　Holbrock, Mrs. Alma M.
I9O6　Hollings, Miss Irene
I9|2 *Holmes, Miss Grace P.
I9O9　Howatt, Miss Lucy
I9IO Howe, Miss FIorence L.
I894事Howe, Miss Mary A.
重888 †Howland, Miss Alice M.
I898　Hoxi , Miss Lucy
重9I5　Huckins, FIora J.
I9O6　Humphrey, Miss Ethd A.
I9重3　Humphrey, Miss FIorence A.
I887 *Huut, Miss A皿H.
I90| *Hunter, Miss Mabdle G.
I899　Hutsel, Miss Ida
I9O6 †Hynes, Miss Elizabeth J.
I9|3　Hunt, Miss Katheine
|9I2 I耶担S, Miss FIora E.
I9O9 Irving, Miss Nellie M.
9O2 Jacobs, Miss Maud E.
9I2 Jacobson, Miss Hama‘h C.
9O6 Tackson, Miss Marion L.
9O2 *Jameson, Miss Ella M.
889 Jerauld, Miss Myra
9I3 Johnson, Miss Cora M.
9I5 Johnson, Freda O.
9I3 Johnson, Miss Harriet B.
898 Johason, Miss Harriet M.
908 *Johnson, Miss Hortense H.
9O4 Uohason, Miss Mabel S.
9IO Johason, Miss Marian
907 Johnston, Miss Ne11ie M.
89O †Jones, Miss E鎖e M.
9I4 Jon s, Miss Marion L.
9I5 Joskoviah, Ena E.
893 Judge, Miss Rose E.
重906　Ke11ey, Mis§ Letitia G.
I9O3　Kerr, Miss Gertmde
重893奪Kidder, Miss Helen B・
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I898　Kimball, Miss Cla,ra B.
I9I3　King, Miss Hazel M.
I9I5　Knowlton, Gertrude M.
I889 *LambタMiss Amie
I9O2　Lamson, Miss Amie M.
重899　Lane, Miss Margaret A.
I899　Lauderbum, Miss FIora B.
I9I3　Lawrence, Miss Ailene
|902 *Law§on, Miss Laura M.
重9OI †奪Leadbetter, Miss Marietta
I9O6　Lee, Miss Li11ian
I892 *Lee, Miss Sarah C.
重9I3　Lefferts, Mrs. Sa.rah F.
I9重I Leonard, Miss Esther
I89I Lewis, Miss Marion
I895　Lieber, Miss Eliza,beth
19O4　Lindsay, Miss Alice
I9O7　Linneu, Miss Gertrude A.
蒜嵩豊蕊宝器読。地章
I895　Lown, Miss Anna, B.
重892 *Ludgate, Miss Cla,ra
重893　Lunt, Miss Lydia S.
重9重O Lyons, Miss Ma.ry
899　McBride, Miss Margaret F.
888　McClarmin, Mrs. Helen M.
9II McCormack, Miss Sa,rah G.
9O5　MacCu皿y, Miss Efizabe七h B.
9O3 *MacDonald, Miss Mary
907 $MacEachran, MissKathe血e
9O4　McGi11, Miss Bessie L.
889　McKay, Miss Jemie
9I5　McKechnic, Elizabeth
897　McKenna, Miss Sadie
9O2 *McKinnon, Miss Melissa
9|I McLeam, Miss Ama M.
894　MacI月man, Miss Elizabeth
896　McLeod, Miss Elizabeth
9O|　MacIcod, Miss M. Annie
9重2　McManus, Miss Mary E.
898　McRae, Miss Katherine
898　Malcolm, Miss Sop址a C.
9OI Manwen, Miss Theodosia.
9I5　Ma血, Matilda
897　Mathews, Miss Crissie
9O6　Matthews, Miss Gertrude
906　Marsh, Miss Anna L.
893　Marshall, Miss Barbara D.
896　Marshall, Miss Carlotta
7宣
9I4 *Marshall, Miss Ethel B.
897　 artin, Mrs. Hattie L.
906　Martin, Miss Mary E,
9O5　Maxwen, Miss Anna R.
907　Mea,der, Miss Lauria G.
9I重*Melven, Miss Isabe1
9O7 *Merrill, Miss Jessie
9O4 *Merr皿, Miss Florence A.
9O2 *M yer, Miss Hulda
9IO *Milberry, Miss Sophia A.
9I2　Mills, Miss Annie E.
9O6　Mills, Miss Elizabeth H.
9重I Monroe, Miss Helen
897　Monroe, Miss Winifred
896 *Morey, Miss Emma C.
9IO Momill, Miss Ethel B.
9O3　Morgan, Miss Annie Odel1
9I3　Morse, Miss Alice H.
9O9　Mosher, Miss Madeline G.
9IO *Mowa,tt, Miss Bessie McA.
9O4　Mudge, Miss Elizabeth E.
9I4　Muirhead, Miss Eva M.
9I5　Munroe, Miss Rachel A.
9I5　Murray, Mary J.
裏9I4 *Nash, Miss Carrie L.
I9O7　Nicholson, Miss Many H.
I9I3　Norton, Miss Bessie L.
I894 *Norwood, Miss Carrie P.
I9O9 *O’Brien, Miss E11en L.
899　Packard, Miss Abbie F.
9重4　Packard, Miss Ida G.
9O6 *Pa,ge, Miss Rebecca
9重5　Painting, Ellen C.
9O5　Pa,Pineau, Miss Maud E.
898 *Paton, Miss Geo喝ina
9O7　Patt rson, Miss Arma C.
9II PawIowski, Miss Anna, M.
9O9 *Payn , Miss Beatrice E.
9O3　Peck, Miss Clara B.
9O6 *Pember, Miss Berta
9II Perkins, Miss Bertha M.
89I *Perrin, Miss Hden
9I5　Perry, Ethel May
898やerry, Mrs. Grace W.
9I2 *Persons, Miss Mary B.
9I4　Petrie, Miss Evelyn
9I2　Phee, Miss Jemie
9II Phee, Miss Margaret
I9O5　Phelps, Miss Gra,Ce E.
|9O7 I)ierce, Miss Muriel A.
重9O8 *Pierce, Miss Ma,ry N.
I894 *Pike, M重s. Anna, L.
I9O8　Pilling, Miss Bertha, M.
I9O3 *Pimey, Miss Bertha E.
I9O5　Pitfield, Miss Anna, M.
I9I5　Poole, Mrs. Margare七C.
I898 *Poole, Miss Alice M.
I9OI Potter, Miss Lucy G.
I888 *Powers, Miss Ada
I89O-奪Powers, Miss Zoe L.
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889 *Rittman, Miss Wilhimina
9I5　Roberts, Georgie F.
9O8　Roberts, Miss Hattie C.
9O8　Robinson, Miss Harriet L.
9IO *Robbins, Miss Grace E.
9O2　Robbins, Miss Edith
9I4　Rollinson, Miss Olive M.
9OI *Root, Miss Mary C.
9OI Rowe, Miss Martha E.
895　Ruefli, Miss Elise
9O7　Rueu, Miss Emma A.
889　Rull, Miss Catherine
895　Ryder, Miss Caroline E.
9IO *Sampson, Miss Nina B.
899　Sanger, Miss Louise C.
898 †Sawyer, Miss Ruth W.
9O4　Schirmer, Miss Margaret I.
897　Scott, Miss Kate Gertrude
896　Severance, Miss Ella M.
9O5 *Shadman, Miss Grace E.
9I5　Sheehan, Anna L.
897 *Shepstone, Miss Margaret
898　Sherman, Miss Nellie B.
893　Sillars, Miss Alice P.
9O3 *Simpson, Miss Cora R.
894 *Sleep, Miss Jemie
重892 *Smith, Miss Edith G.
|896　Smith, Miss Gertrude A.
I9O2　Smith, Miss Fem M.
I9O7　Smith, Miss Marion P.
I9O9　Smith, Miss Bessie M.
I909　Snow, Miss Mary L.
I9O4掌Soper, Miss Grace M.
I9O2 *Soule, Miss Clara Belle　|
I9O2 *Sprague, Miss Caroline
I904　Spurling, Miss M. Frances
I894 *Stamers, Miss E. Louise
I9I5　Standish, Delight R.
I897　Stanton, Miss Edith M.
I9O9 *Sta,ples, Miss Jessie P.
I896 *Statham, Miss Ne11ie
I9O|　Steinhour, Miss E箇e
I892　Stephenson, MissEliza,bethS.
I894　Steves, Miss Cynthia
I898　Stewart, Miss Grace
I9I3 *Stinson, Mrs. Ama R.
I9O3†*Stinson, Miss Harriet L.
I9O2　Stolte, Miss Emma H.
I89I †*Sutcli鱈e, Miss Alice W.
I9II *Sweetland, Miss Carrie M.
|894　Sw ft, Miss Cecelia J.
I9I4　Sylvester, Miss Mary U.
I887　Talbot, Miss Mary P.
|9I5　Tarr, Ruth F.
重9IO *Tavender, Miss Ruth D.
I9I5　Taylor, Annie
I9I4　Taylor, Miss Beula I.
I898 *Taylor, Miss Helen L. E.
I9I3 *Taylor, Miss Helene M.
I895　Theobold, Miss Alice M.
I89O *Thompson, Miss Carrie M.
I9I2 *Thompson, Miss Weltha
I9II Tingley, Miss Ella, F.
I89I Tisdale, Miss Eliza,beth J.
I895　Todd, Miss Clemmie
I9I2　Toomey, Miss Helen
重897　Tracy, Miss Susan E.
I895 †Tucker, Miss Alice
I9O2　Tweedie, Miss Janet
|9O6 *Tweedie, Miss Edith H.
I9重5　U11rich, Miss Carola
I89O Upham, Miss Esther M.
I9IO Upton, Miss Carrie L.
|9O3 *Urquha,rt, Miss May H.
I9O9　Urquhart, Miss Jeanette
重896　VanWart, Miss Bdle D.
I9IO†*va,mey, Miss Sabina
I896奪Vibber, Miss Aimee W.
I9O9　Vincent, Miss Teresa
I894　Voshe11, Miss Luey J.
I894　Vye, Miss Amy J.
I90I *vye, Miss Margaret
|889 *Wade, Miss Mary E.
I894　Waitt, Mrs. Margaret P’
I9I5　Walker, Miss Ruth
I9O9　Wallen, Miss Sarah
I9I3　Walsh, Miss Anna I.
I9I5　Ward, Miss Elizabeth B.
重894　Ware, Miss Mary
I888　Warren, Mrs. Ella F.
I89O Wasga,tt, Miss Jessie E.
I9IO *Wa,terS, Miss Augusta L.
I897　Watson, Miss Elizabeth
I9I3　Watson, Mrs. Isabel S.
|9O9　Webster, Miss Ma,rgaret
|897 *Weeks, Miss Alice G.
|899 *Wells, Miss Mina E.
I896　Wells, Mrs. Ma,ry A.
|889 *Wentworth, Miss Mary E.
I893　Whitelaw, Miss Marga,rita L.
I9II Whitlock, Miss L. Grace
I9O8　White, Miss Mary Pond
I896　Whitman, Mrs. May Ruth
I9I5　Whitney, Miss Jessie
I892 *Whiton, Miss Anna L.
I9I重　Wiggin, Miss Josephine
|9I4　Wigginton, Miss Irene S.
I9O4　Wildes, Miss Blanche
I9重4　Wi11iams, Miss Elizabeth E.
I892 *Wilson, Miss AIpha L. ’
I9I3　Wilson, Miss FIora M.
I9I2　Wilson, Miss Harriett L.
I896 *Wingate, Mrs. Amie L.
|896　Wingate, Miss Adelaide C.
I899 *Winn, Miss Peari C.
I9IS WinsIow, Miss Helen
|9I4　Wiseman, Miss Catherine
895 *Wright, Miss Emma C.
I9II *Wood, Miss Sadie E.
I89I Woods, Miss Lena E.
|896 *Young, Miss Elizabeth S.
Total number of graduates, 5I I.
† Deceased.
奪Mar正ed.
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Summary of Medical Report
Janu紬y | tO December 3|, 19I5
DISEASES ?d ???ｾ ?d ?d 
竃 ?W ?宦?◆") ?o 1.● 
鋒 ?ﾔ ?_ ????
AIcoholism………………‥∴.‥‥ ?d II 4 9 宣9 ? 3 重2 3 2 ?d 重 2 3 8 重 ?d 8 ?d 工 7 
Arき’ 
A　h’● 
B　●　’ 
BronchiandTrachea,diseasesof...‥‥ 
●　● ?2 重 23 ???I 2 
Cirrhosisofliver……….‥‥.‥.‥‥ Digestivesyste皿,diseasesof…‥‥..‥ 
2 重 量 ??9 I 
Erysipelas...‥‥.‥.‥‥....‥.‥.‥ Fever,ParatyPhoid...‥…...‥‥.‥. 
``　typhoid……………,.‥..‥ 
Genito-urinarydiseases…………..‥ Glyc○suria……・…・・……・….…. H’ ? 重 ?重 工 
重 6 重 6 3 ? 20 3 8 9 ? 3 重 工 重 重 2 2 4 ? 3 重5 6 ? 重重 重 8 7 
H“ 
工n岨 
M　’ 
Mal　　●’ 
N　hd缶 
Nervoussystemdiseasesof タ Patentforamenovale ???d 章3 重 
剛e櫨dsy......‥...‥‥.‥..‥.‥.‥. P ? 26 重 量 2 6 I3 ? 重 2 重 2 
R　●　● 
Rch●● 
Sacro-iliacstI.ain...‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥. 
Sarcomaofliver…‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥ 
Sarcomaofkidney…………,...…. ?3 4 重O 4 重9 
重 Septic第miapuerperal タ Skindisea,seSOf 
s・タ・ ???d I 
Statuslymphaticus..‥‥.‥‥‥.‥‥. 
SulCide(poisoning)…‥…….‥…... ??? 
● ???d 重 66 
Tonsilitis……………….‥‥‥.‥ Tuberculosis..‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥.‥.‥ M“’皿 
Transferred,nOttreated‥‥.‥‥‥..‥ 
ToでAし‥‥‥‥.‥‥.‥..‥‥.‥. ?d2重 ?d67 ?7 ?35 
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DISEASES ??i ?charg ?d ?
∴…∴ ?y ???ﾝ ??
l ?55 2 ?4 宣 3 ???d重 重 I 
``　　　``　withabscessofhead.‥.‥‥.‥‥. 
``　　“　``　arthritis‥.‥‥.‥‥‥‥..... ? 
‖　　バ　arthritis)endometritis..…‥・…‥ ?A重 
"　　　`.withcervicaladenitis..‥.‥.‥‥‥ ? 2 
``　　``　cervicaladenitis,diphtheriaandotitis 
``　　``　cervicaladenitis,diphtheria‥.….. 
=　　　バ　　　``　　　　``　　otitismedia 
高　　``　withdiphtheria….∴,…….‥‥ ? ??3 4 
``　　　``　　“　endocarditis.‥‥.‥‥‥‥.‥ ? 
``　　　=　　``　mastoiditis………..‥‥... ?H 
’`　　``　“mastoiditis,Otitismedia‥‥‥ ? 
``　　“mastoiditis,Otitismediaandmeasles ?H 
=　　　`(withmeasles.‥‥...‥.‥‥‥.‥. ?ﾊ 
``　　　``　measlesandotitismedia.‥..‥‥‥ ? 
ll　=withnephritis…‥・……・:‥…・ (ll( ? 
nephntlSandcedemaofglottlS.‥‥ ?d ??重 
ll　村　　の　　pneumonia…………… 
=　　　``　　　=　　otitismedia‥.‥...‥.‥‥ ? ??霊 
=　　　バ∴withotitismedia…………..‥‥ ?5 重 ? 重 量 
“　　``　otitismedia,SePticpneumonia‥‥‥ ???d ま 
``　　“　“　“　typhoidfever.….‥‥ 
“　“withparotitis…...‥.‥‥.‥..‥. ?d 
``　　“　``　pertussis……………..‥‥ ? 3 
“　　``　“pneunonia..‥.‥‥‥‥.‥‥ 
“　“　``　post-dip.pa,ralysis……‥.‥ ???d 
“　　``　　``　septicamia,Cellulitis…….‥ ???d 
’`　　``　“typhoid……‥,………... 
=　　　買　　``　va轟ce皿a‥.‥‥‥‥.‥.‥... ?d ??20 重3 
●　●　　　一 ?55 .32 
(`　1紬yngeal・…・、………・・‥……… 
Tも肋scαrγied.佃岬りαrd.‥..‥.‥‥..‥‥.‥. ?34 ?3 ???0 
7 5　　　　　(00れ加ed ∽胸章pαOc)
DISEASES ??i ?徭cba章 ?ed ?
冨 ??ぶ ?ｯ ?y ?ｹ 
BγOug海fbγ妙のγd‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥.. Di ?34 6 重 2 ?3 重 量 重 工 重 工 1基 ? ?d 工 28 重 ?0 宣 9 3 
``　　　●th　r七’. 
“　“capillarybronchitis‥……‥.‥ 
``　　　``　cervicaladenitis‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥. 
“　　`’nephritis…∴. ?d 
バ　　　`●　otitismedia,….‥‥‥‥‥..‥‥ ? 
(●　　=　pneumonia.‥‥‥‥.‥.…‥‥ ?H 
“　　``　tons皿itis‥‥‥ ? 
M ?4 工 工 
=　　’七h 
``　　``　mastoiditis‥.‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥. 
``　　=　otitismedia‥‥.‥.‥‥.‥‥.‥‥ ? 
“　``　pneumonia… 
くくpneumo血a‘andmatemity………‥…. くく ?d 
`く　　　くく　pertussis.…‥.‥‥..…. ?H ??I 重 量 
くく　　　=　　nephritis’aSthma…‥……‥ 
``　　　``　　andthrush.‥‥‥‥…‥‥‥. ? 
“　　“　　``　va瓦ce皿a‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥ 
Miscellaneous- 
AIveolarabscess‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥ ? 工 
Cervicaladenitiswitharthritis…….‥.‥‥. 
Erysipelas……......‥.‥‥‥. 　=　withnephritis…‥…‥‥‥….‥ ?0 工 I 5 
E　h 
M　　●’● 
Neatie 
七●　● 
P　　●● 
Pelvicabscess,SyPhilis,Pregna,nCy‥… 
P　七　　° ? 重 ??重 
``　　withmastoidi七is 
=　　=　pneumonia………………‥, ? ??宣 重 量 
●　　　　　　● ?d 工 重6 
PleuriticeffusionlCirrhosisofliver’hypostatic 
●　　-　　　　●. 
Pyo-nePhrosislemPy鈴ma,Purulentbronchitis., 
Rhinitis,fouowingscarletfever.‥..…...‥ 
S　h●● 
T　’u’● 
Vaginitisgonor血ceal タ Va正ce皿a……‥……・…・…‥‥……… ? 
T ?90 ?E30 ? ?重 ?0 
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Report of Matemity Department
January工, r9I5, tO December 3r, [915
Nu血ber of patients in hospital, Dec. 3I, I9I5 WOmen ‥ ‥ … ‥ ‥
infantS ‥..… …..
Number of patients admitted during the year …. ‥ ‥..
Number of confinements during the year‥. ‥ ‥. ‥.. ‥.
Nrmber of living infants bom during the year‥. ‥. ‥ ‥
Presentations
Complications
Deformity from tuberculosis of spine … ‥ ‥.
Causes of Death (Women)
閥
??????????。??????…?
Causes of Death (Infants)
Apoplexy, meningeal
Apoplexy, traumatic
Ata.1ectasis
B ronchitis
Congenital dd二血ity
Congenital syphhis
Pa七en七foramen ov瓦e
Prema,ture birth
Staphylococcus infection
Patients Treated at Out-Patient Department
Chest (3mOnths) …..‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
DistrictPatients‥.‥‥‥ ‥‥‥. ‥.‥..
DistrictNursing. ‥ ‥‥.‥‥...‥.‥‥.
Social Service Visits‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.. ‥ ‥..
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???????????????
? 。 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 。
??〕????????????
?? ? ?? ? ??
???????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? 。?????????? ? ?
Summary of Sur望ical Report
January l tO December 3|, t9I5
DISEASES ?細喝儲 
焉 ????◆.● ?ｹ も ?d 
鏑 ???_ ?q ?ﾛ 重 9 
ABDOMEN ?d9 284 ?d ? 重 ?d 量O 
Appendicitis.‥‥‥‥・…‥・…・‥・ 
Cholelithiasis……‥∴……‥..∴ ?0 ? 5 ?4 ? 
Duodenalulcer‥.‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥. H　h ?d2 ??d ? 重 
emO調age・・・・‥‥‥・‥‥‥‥‥白’ Hemia,femoral‥.‥・‥‥‥‥‥・… ? ?? ?u 
=　inguina,1………………・・ ?d工7 
高∴∴umb遭ical.‥.‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥ ? ?? ? 
=　　ventral……‥、‥.…‥... ?2 ??d 重 工 ? 
Intestines,CarCinoma.…………‥・ ?H 
=　intussusception‥..‥‥‥・ ?u 
``　　Meckel,sdiverticulum‥‥. ?d ?d ??d 
=　　　obstruction.‥‥‥‥‥‥. ?d 
“　perforationof‥…‥・‥‥ ? 2 ?d ??d 
``　　　tuberculosIS.‥‥‥‥.‥‥ ???d‾ 
(l　　v0lvulus.‥.‥‥..‥‥‥. 
Liver　carcmOma‥.‥.‥.‥.‥.‥‥ ?2 ??d ) =’　●　　臆. ??d 重 2 2 ?重 2 
Pancreas,CarCinoma.‥‥‥・‥‥‥・・ Pancreatitis.‥‥.‥.‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥ P’tcmitisctoenic 
I ??d erl　　’ryP　g　　‥‥・‥‥‥・‥ ? ?d ??d 
Sl.1mha七icleukemia pe皿Cyp Stomach・CarCinoma…・…‥‥・…・ ll ?d ?d ?2 重 ? 
gas七調七lS・‥・‥・・‥‥・‥・‥ lI ? 重2 8 9 ?d 5 3 ?47 4白 2.. 3648 
●　● 
BoNESAND　OINTS ?2 
losis 
重3 
Toめねcαγγiedjb糊のγd‥‥.‥‥‥‥ ?60 ?9 ?dO 
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DISEASES ?isc血a重g錦 で ?d ???i ?d 
掌 ???ｩ ?
§ ?l ?氈｡ ?怐怐?
由 ?ﾔ ?| ???ﾇ 
Bro勿ghijb卿の履…‥.‥.‥‥.‥‥ ?60 ?9 ?dO ?6 ?8 
Carcinomaofhumerus..‥.‥...‥‥ ?工 
DisIocations…………….‥‥‥. ? ? ? 2 ? ? 重 
83 23 ?2 重O ?重 量 重 
Foot(miscellaneousdeformities)‥…. ll 
Genuvalgum.‥...‥‥‥‥‥.‥.‥ ? ?d 2 
Ge皿uva調皿……………….‥.. ? 
Myeloma,multiple..‥.…‥‥‥… ?5 5 重 I2 
Osteomyelitis…………..‥‥‥‥ ?3 ??重 量 重 
●　-●　●　● ? I 工 3 重 ,6 
●-　● 
Poliomyelitis,deformityfrom.‥…‥ 
●　　● 
● 
Torticollis…・…・‥‥…………・ Tuberculosis.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥..‥. 
Miscella,neOuS‥.‥‥‥.‥‥.‥‥‥. B ? ? ? 
REAST Benigntumors………………‥. ?8 ? 、2 工 重 ?d 工 2 ?d 
重9 I8 6 ?? 重 
BRA重N 
音　一　　　　● ??重 
EAR 
● ??重 
申u調c血osis.‥‥‥..‥‥..‥.‥‥. 
Otitismedia.‥.‥...‥‥‥.‥.‥‥ ?d9 38 ?O ?重 
EYE ?4 5 重 ?2 重I 3 ?5 重 3 ?d 2 
Glaucoma‥..‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥ Panophthalmitis‥‥.‥.‥‥‥‥.‥ 
● ?d量 重6 ?dO 重8 
Miscellaneous………,‥...‥‥‥. 
FACEANDNECK 
▲　●　　一 ?基 25 2 4 ? 重2 重 ?2 2 
●　　　　　　　　●　● 
●　　　一 
着も寂scαγγied.初鴬りαγd.‥..‥‥‥‥ ?73 ?44 ?0 ?2 ?7 
80　　　　　　(Co寂高地ed oo解露的e)
DISEASES ?????
焉 ???ﾓ ?d ?d 
§ ?W ?宦?i●● ?k〇 ・● 
鑓 ?ｩ ?_ ???ﾛ 
Bγ0αg加j枕的αγd…….‥.‥‥‥‥ Hodkin,sdisease ?73 ?44 重 ?0 ?2 ?7 
g Malignanttumors…….……,‥‥ ? ? ?d 合1 ? 2 ?d I 
4 ? 
GENITO_URINARY 
Bladder’Ca,lculus…………・・…‥ ll ?d ?d 
``　　cystitis‥‥‥.‥..‥‥.‥‥ ? ? 2 
音●`　pap班o皿a……….,……. Penis,Ca,rCinoma…..‥‥‥‥‥‥‥. ??重 ? 
``　phimosis...‥‥‥‥.‥‥...‥ ?5 ?重 重 3 重 ? ?d 
Prostate,CarCinoma.…‥‥‥‥‥.‥ ??重 
l●　　hypertrophy‥…・…‥‥‥ ?2 ?d ?重 ? 重 
Scrotum,hydrocele‥.‥‥.‥‥‥‥. ?0 ?d ?重 I 
高　　va玉c○cde....‥‥‥.‥‥‥ ? 
Testicle,SarCOma..‥‥.‥‥.‥‥‥. ?d ?d 
=　tuberculosis‥..‥‥‥.‥‥. ll ? 
undescended‥,‥.‥‥.‥‥ Urethra,CarunCle..‥‥‥‥.‥‥..‥ ? 6 ? 
``　　stricture‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥ ?2 ? 
Miscenaneous.……………….‥ ?2 ?O 
GYNJおCOLOGICAI, 
Cervixandperineum(1acerations)…. ?7 ?d ?5 
Ovary,CarCinoma‥‥...‥‥.‥‥‥ ? ? ??d 
`.　qst....‥..‥.‥.‥‥‥‥‥ ?0 ? ?重 ?d 
Tube,Salpingitis‥‥..‥..‥.‥‥‥ ?8 ? ?3 重 ? 
``　ectopicgestation……‥.‥.‥ ? 
Uterus,abortion…..‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥ ?7 ?d ?? 
ll　ca重cino調a.‥.‥‥.‥.‥‥‥ ?5 ? ??d 
ll　endometritis.‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥ ?8 ? 
``　　fibroidtumor‥.‥.‥‥.‥‥ ?8 ? ?? 
``　malpositions‥‥.‥‥.‥‥‥ ?宣 ?d ?重 ?ﾜ 
ll　pregnamCy…・……‥‥‥‥ ??9 ?d ●¥ 
``　　stenosisos..‥...‥‥‥.‥‥ ?dO ? 
Vagina’CarCinoma..…………・… ? ??d 
Miscellaneous….,‥‥‥‥..‥.‥‥ ?7 ? ?3 
HAⅣD 
ー　● ?9 ? ?重 
Wo調ds…………………..‥‥ ?d7 ? 
如iol5Cαrγiedjb卿αγd……‥.‥‥ ?d66之 ?23 ?9 ?d○○ ?3 
8工　　　　　　(Co融桝ed o…e訪如g`)
DISEA§ES ?疑心噌鍋 
軍 ?ｾ ?ｾ ???d 
亀 ?ｹ　　　.l"● ?怐?
鐘 ?ｩ ?_ ?ﾏ ?ﾇ・ 
BγOughi佃γd……,..‥.‥‥‥ ?d662 ?23 重 工 重 ?9 重 要 ?d○○ 重 量 2 3 ‾重 4, 5 ?3 
軽重DNEY 
Carcinoma..………………,.‥ ?d ??重 
Hypemephroma.‥‥.….‥‥….‥ 
4 2 6 ??3 重 
ー　●　● 
Nephrolithiasis...‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥. 
Peri-rena1abscess 
Polycystic…………..‥‥.….‥ d.“ ? 2 2 
Pyo-nePhrosis..…‥….….……. 
Tuberculosis.‥.…..‥‥.……‥. ?9 ?u ??d 重 
MuscLES,TEN。ONSANDBuRS庵..…‥. ?重8 
NosE,THROATANDMouTH 
C　● ?d2 重O ? 2 
Cle綿palate..…...‥.‥‥.….‥‥ Dev.s印七u皿...‥‥‥.‥‥‥..…‥ 
Forelgnbodyincesophagus..…‥… ?d 3 696 ??重 2 2 
Hyper.tonsils.……‥.‥‥.‥‥‥. 
“　七u章bi皿七e‥‥‥‥….….‥. ? ??6 
S’’’ ?5 重4 ?? 重 重 量 
Miscellaneous…‥∴‥‥..‥‥..‥. 
REC富UⅢ 
Ab ?d9 4 25 53 ?d 2 2 基 ?d I 
Fistula.………………‥書….‥ Hemoでrhoids……………….,.‥ 
Miscellaneous‥….….‥‥.‥…‥ ? ? 
千田ORAX 
●.●　　-　●〃 ?d量 2 ? 
Pleuriticeffusion.‥.‥‥‥.‥.…‥ 
VE重NS 
Phl　●- ?d 工2 ? 
● 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Abscesses.…‥…...‥….……‥ Adenitis,aXillary………….…... ?工 2 ? 
ToめlscαrriedJも糊αγd……‥....‥ ?645 ?84 ?3 ?d23 ?5 
82　　　　　　　(00鵬海綿o…e締りの○○)
BγOug放.御門妙のγd.
Benign tumors ‥.
Car瓦n°脇Of gr〇九s ‥.
``　, a長田1aⅣ. ‥
Diabetes ‥‥.‥‥‥‥
Ecze皿a.………..‥.
Erysipdas.‥.‥‥‥‥
Gangrene, Ca,rbolic acid.
=　　〔腹心e七ic. ‥ ‥
バ　　sen遭e. ‥ ‥ ‥
=　　tra伽阻atic ‥.. ‥. ‥
Lymphangitis ‥....‥‥ ‥ …
Purpura haanor血agica… ‥. ‥
Sa重co皿a…‥.‥.‥‥‥‥‥.
Septi∝emia, general... ‥ ‥. ‥.
“　　pue坤eral ‥ …. …
Syph並s ‥‥...‥..….……
Traumatism.‥‥‥..‥‥‥‥
Notclassi丘ed ‥‥.‥‥‥.‥‥
Transferred, nOt treated ….. ‥
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????????
????‥
???????????????????
‥????
???
Abdominal Section§
でot鶴 ?ecovered ?ied 
Appendectomy……‥.………………・・ Appendectomymyomectomy‥‥‥・…・‥・… ?90 ?79 ?d重 
重 ?d ? 
Appendectomywithresectionofovary‥‥… ? ? ? 
Appendectomywithresectionoftube‥…… ?　し ?∴2-’ ? 
Breakingupofadhesions…‥…・‥‥・‥…・ ?4 ?d3 ?d 
■　　　-　l　・　　●l ?9 3 ?7 3 ? 0 
Caesareansectionwithappendectomy.‥‥‥‥ 
l●・　　　　一　　●ll ?d量 3 ? 3 ? 0 
Cholecystectomywithappendectomy‥・‥‥‥ 
CholecystectomywithCholedochotomy.‥‥‥ ?d ?d ? 
Cholecystectomywithhemiotomy.……・…‥ ?d ?H ? 
Cholecystectomywithoophorosalpingectomy‥ ?d ?d ? 
Cholecystectomywithsalpingectomy‥‥‥‥‥ ?d ?d ? 
Cholec　totomy…‥.‥‥‥‥.‥.‥‥‥‥‥ ?I ?8 ? 
Cholecystotomywithappendectomy.‥‥・‥‥ ?d4 ?4 ? 
Cholecystotomywithcholedochotomy..…‥‥ ?d ?d ? 
Cholecystostomywithhemiotomy.‥‥‥… ? ?d ? 
Cholecystoenterostomy…‥‥.‥‥.‥.‥‥. ?d ? ?d 
Choledochotom　………………………. ?d ?d ? 
CoIostomy.…‥‥‥‥‥.‥・‥‥‥‥‥‥‥・ ? ? ? 
Excisionofdiverticulum.....‥. ?d ?d ? 
Excisionofbypemephroma‥‥‥.‥.‥.‥‥・ ?d ?d ? 
章 重 ?d 0 ? 重 
EnterocoIostom　‥‥..‥.‥.‥‥.‥‥‥.‥. 
E虹tero章血ah　……….、 ?d ?d ? 
ExpIoratoryincision.,‥‥.‥…‥.‥…‥‥ ?6 ?6 ?dO 
Finne　o　eration‥‥.‥.‥‥.‥‥..‥.‥‥. ? ? ? 
Gastroenterostomyforcancer‥‥.‥.‥‥‥‥ ? ?d ? 
Gastroenterostomyforulcer……‥.‥‥‥‥ ?5 ?0 ? 
Gastroenterostomyforadhesions‥‥……‥.. ?d ?d ? 
Gastroenterostomyfortuberculosisofintestines ?d ?d ? 
Gastroenterostomywithappendectomy‥‥.‥ ? ? ? 
Gastroex　……………….………‥,. ? ? ? 
Gastropexywithappendectomy.‥.‥.‥.…‥ ?d ? ? 
GastropexywithcoIopexy.‥‥.….….…… ?d ?d ? 
GastropexywithcoIopexyandappendectomy‥ ? ? ? 
Gastropexywithenteropexyandnephropexy‥ ?d ?d ? 
To鯵のiscαrγiedjbγ柳のγd……………..‥ ?97 ?67 ?0 
84　　　　　(00鵬棚d oわの紺創りり
ヰotal ?e○○Ve重く連 ?ied 
BγOug海力持肋のγd.‥‥.‥..‥.....‥‥.‥ Gastropexywithenteropexyandappendectomy ?97 重 ?67 重 ?○ ○ 
Gastropexywithnephropexy‥……‥....‥‥ ?d ?d ? 
重・ I29 ‥重9 重 5I 33 ?E重 重28 重9 重 49 32 ? 重 0 0 2 重 
ー　　●　●　●. 
Hemiotomywithappendectomy……./.‥.‥. 
Hemiotomywithappendectomyandmyomec一 
H　t 
Hyste章ectomywithappendectomy‥‥‥....‥ 
Hysterectomywithcholecystostomyandappen- 
●　-　　　● ?d 重’ 重 9 重8 ? 重 重 9¥ 裏7 ?d 〇 〇 〇 重 
Hysterecto皿yWithappendectomyandhemi- 
t 
Hysterectomywithappendectomyandresection 
Ofintestine.‥.‥‥‥‥‥..‥‥....‥.. Hysterectomywithoophorosalpingectomyand 
●　●　-　　●　●　　　● 
Hysterectomywithoophorosalpingectomy….. 
●　●.一　　　●　- ? 9 2 4 之 重 ?d 8 2 4 2 重 ? 重 〇 〇 〇 〇 
・●　●　・　　●　● 
h　● 
h 
・●　　　●　●. 
Nephrotomywithappendectomy….‥……. 
●●●　●・　● ? 重O ? 重O ??○ 
Oophorectomywithappendectomy.‥‥….‥ 
Oophorosalpingectomy.‥.‥‥‥‥‥..‥‥‥ Oophorosa’lpingectomywithappendectomy‥‥ ?0 37 I8 重 ?0 34 重7 重 ? 3 重 0 
Oophorosalpingectomywithappendectomyand 
Ventralsuspension…..‥‥..‥.‥‥.‥. 
Oophorosalpingectomywith　myomectom　and y Ventralsuspension……..‥..‥..‥‥‥ 
Oophorosalpingectomywithventralsuspension. ?d5 ?d4 ?d 
ResectlOnofmtestlne.‥‥‥.‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥ ? ? ?d 
Resectionofovaryandbreakingupofadhesions ?d ?d ? 
e ?d 4 4 I 重 ? 4 3 重 量 ?d o 重 0 0 
●　,●　-　　　● 
Salpingectomywithappendectomy.‥….‥‥ 
Salpingectomywithappendectomyandresection 
Ofovary‥‥.‥‥.‥.‥‥‥‥‥.‥.‥. Salpingectomywithresectionofintestine‥‥‥ 
SalpmgeCtOmyWithventralsuspension…...‥ ? ?/ ? 
SalpmgeCtOmyWithresectionofovary..…… ? ? ? 
Tめalふくのrγあd珂切のrd.…..…..‥.‥‥. ?05 ?50 ?5、 
85　　　　　(C。n〇線d o掴幼少αge)
す血 ?ecovered ?ied 
Bγ0αg海砂動α毒…………..………・ ?05 重 ?50 重 ?5 0 
Salpingectomyw池ventralsuspensionandap- 
ndectom 
ene〇七〇皿 ?d ?d ? 
oe重ation ?d ?H ?E　0 
S　enSIOn ?0 ?d8 ? 
Ventralsuspensionwithappendectomy・…・・‥ ? ? ? 
VentralsuspensIOn　Wlth　appendectomyand ?d ?d ? 
breakingupofadhesions‥…・‥・…‥‥ 
Ventralsuspenslon　Wlth　appendectomy　and ?d ’重 ?ﾍ 書 ??○ 
●●　●l●　・　　●l●　▼ 
VentralsuspensiorlWithappendectomyandre- 
sectionofintestine…….‥....‥.‥.‥ 
Ventralsuspensionwithmyomectomy……‥・ ? ? ? 
Ventralsuspensionwithresectionofovary‥‥ ? ? ? 
To富Aし……………∴・・…・・……… ?38 ?8重 ?7 
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By-Laws of the Corporation
Article I. The coI‘poration shall be composed of血e per-
SOnS named in the act incorporating certain persons by the
name of theバMassachusetts Homceopathic Hospital,” of such
PerSOnS aS may be at any legal meeting of the ∞rPOration
r。minated and elected as members and also of all such per-
SonS aS Shall have contributed the sum of $I∞, Or uPWards
at any one time.
Art∴ 2. There shall be a meeting of血e corporation on
the fourth Tuesday in January in each year to be called the
Annual Meeting, at Which the following o飴cers shall be
elected, namelyJ a President’four Vice-Presidents, Such num-
ber of Trustees as the corporation shall determine,・ nOt eX-
Ceeding thirty’a Secretary’狐d a Treasurer’tO Serve One
year’and till others shall be chosen and qua雌ed in血eir
Stead. Any person elected to’and signifying his acceptance
Of either of the o鏡ces mentioned in this article, Shall become
thereby a member of the corporation during the tem of o鯖ce.
Any vacancy occurring in the Board of Trustees may be糾ed
by the Board.
In addition to the number of Trustees above referred to,
five members are to be appointed by the Govemor with血e
advice and consent of the Council, ,under the provision of
Chapter 358 of the Statutes of I89O; and the persons so
appointed shall be members of the corporation for their terms
of o範ce.
Art. 3・ Notice of the Amua.1 Meeting shall be given by
the Secretary, in one.or more newspapers printed in Boston,
at least fourteen days, and by mail five days, PreVious to the
day of meeting; but said meeting may be continued from
time to time, until business血ereof shall be accomplished,血e
Secretary giving at least one day’s notice of the time and
Place of said adjoumment, in a newspaper printed in Boston.
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Art. 4. The President, Vice-Presidents, Secretary and
Treasurer shall be, ex-O航cio, members of the Board of
Trustees.
Art. 5. The President shall preside at all meetings of the
corporation, and of the Board of Trustees, if present, and
Shall have power to order special meetings of the corporation
Or Board of Trustees, Whenever, in his opinion, it may be ex-
Pedient, the Secretary giving at least seven days’notice of
SuCh special meetings of the corporation in one or more of血e
newspapers printed in Boston, and at least two days’notice
Of such special meetings of the Board of Trustees to be sent
by mail to each of the members.
In the absence or incapacity of the President, Or VaCanCy
Of the o鏡ce, the Senior Vice-President shall perform the
duties which devolve upon the President.
Art. 6. The Trustees shall constitute a Board for the im-
mediate management of all the property and concems of血e
Institution. They shall make such by-laws, rules, and regu-
lations to govem their action as they may deem expedient,
not in∞nSistent wi血the Charter and By-Laws of the cor-
POration. They shall meet at such times and places as they
Shall by vote determine, Or aS the President may direct; and
all questions which come before the Board shall be determined
by a majority of the Trustees present and voting thereon.
Five members of the Board shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of business・ They shall have power to take any
measures which they shall deem expedient for encouragmg
Subscriptions, donations, and bequests to the corporation ; tO
Petition the Legislature for any additional grants or privileges,
and for such amendments and alterations of the several acts
relative to the corporation as they may think advisable; tO
take charge of and watch over the general interests and con-
CemS Of the Institution ; tO enter into and bind the corporation
by such compacts and engagements as they deem advanta-
geous ; to Sell real estate, and authorize the Treasurer with the
approval of a majority of the Cbmmittee on Finance to execute
and deliver all deeds or other instruments necessary to convey
the same; tO aPPOint annually, Or Otherwise, a11 proper and
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necessary physicians, Surg∞nS, O航cers, aSSistants, and serv-
ants for the superintendence and management of the respec-
tive departments, With such salaries and allowances as they
may from time to time fix and determine; tO make such rules
and regulations for the govemment of said physicians, Sur-
geons, 0航cers, attendants, and servants, and for the admission
Of patients, and the well ordering and conducting of the re-
SPeCtive departments of the Institution as to them may seem
PrOPer and expeqient; PrOVided, however, that the said By-
Laws, rules and regulations shall at all times be subject to be
altered or amended by the corporation at their Annual Meeト
ing, Or at any legal meeting specially called for that purpose.
And provided further that all Standing Orders made by any
Board of Trustees shall be in force until altered, amended, Or
repealed by the said Board, by some future Board of Trustees,
Or by the corporation.
They shall cause a fair record of all their doings to be kept,
Which sha11 be laid before the corporation at every meeting
thereof; and at every Annual Meeting they shall make a
Written report on the Treasurer’s accounts and on the general
State of the Institution, COmPrlSlng an aCCOunt Of the receipts
and expenditures of the corporation, a Statement Of the num-
ber of patients admitted and discharged during the year in
each department, and all such ofher matters as may be of im-
POrtanCe and interest to the corporation ; and for this purpose
they shall, at SOme PreVious meetingタaPPOint a committee of
the Board.
Art. 7. The Secretary shall notify and attend all meetings
Of the corporation and of the Board of Trustees, and sha11
keep a distinct record of the doings of each.
Art. 8. The Treasurer shall give bonds, With sureties, tO
the satisfaction of the Board of Trustees, COnditioned for the
faithful discharge of his duties. He shall receive and have
the custody of all moneys, bonds, nOteS, deeds, and o血er
SeCurities, belonging to the corporation, Which he sha11 keep
and manage under the direction and controI of the Board of
Trustees, Or Of their Committee of Finance. He shall pay no
money but by order of the Board of Trustees, Or Of their com-
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mittees duly au血orized by the Board to dra,W On him therefor・
He shall render an account of the §tate Of his books and of
the funds and property in his custody when called for by the
Trustees or corporation, and he shall make up the accounts
to血e last day of December in each year; Which accounts,
PrOPerly audited, Sha11 be la,id before the corporation at their
Annual Meeting. He shall upon a vote of the Board of Trus-
tees, Certi丘ed to by血e Secretary, Or by written instructions
Signed by a majority of the Finance Committee, invest moneys
Or PrOPerty belonging to血e Hospital, Sell or exchange any
investments, aSSign, forecIose or give partial release of mort-
gages or discharge the same before maturity.
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Standing Orders of the Trustees
ARTICLE I
Meetings
There shall be quarterly Ineetings of the Trustees at the
Hospital on the third Tuesday of January’April’July’and
October, at 3 P. M.’and at these meetings all reports and ac-
counts shall be laid before the Board. The Annual Meeting
of the Trustees shall be held on the first Tuesday of February’
at the Hospital, at 3 P. M.
ARTICLE II
Committees
The Trustees sha11, at their Annual Meeting’aPPOint the
fo1lowing standing committees’tO SerVe for one year and until
their successors are appointed :
I. A Finance Committee, tO ∞nSist of three members, tO
advise with the Treasurer, and to audit his accounts, for which
purpose the Committee sha11 have power to empIoy experts.
The Treasurer is authorized to invest money or property be-
1onging to the Hospital, and to sell or exchange any invest-
ments, Only in accordance with a vote of the Board of Trus-
tees, Certified to by the Secretary’Or by written instruction
signed by a majority of the Finance Committee.
2. A Committee of Ways and Means, tO COnSist of seven
members, Whose duty it shall be to dbtain funds for carrying
on the Hospital’to SOlicit subscriptions’and to report to血e
Treasurer.
3. A Committee on Nominations, tO conSist of five members
in。uding the president) eX-O航cio’Who shall report to the
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Trustees in writing their recommendation§ in regard to all
nominations made by the Medical and Surgical Executive
Committees.
Nominations made by the Medical and Surgical Executive
Committees shall be made directly to this Committee, and the
Committee shall report to the Trustees at the next meeting of
the Trustees.
They sha11 also report at the meeting in January a list of
Candidates for election as a Medical and Surgical Sta節.
ARTICLE III
Haspital Committee
I. Uhless otherwise ordered by the Trustees, the President
Of the Hospital shall, at the Annual Meeting of the Trustees,
nominate, Subject to the approval of血e Board, SeVen Trustees
including the President ex-O鯖cio to serve upon the Hospital
Committee for one year, Or until their successors are appointed.
The Hospital includes the Main Hospital on East Concord
St., the Clark Ward for Children on East Brookline St., the
OuトPatient Department on Harrison Ave., the West Depart-
ment at the Jchn C. Haynes Memorial in Brighton, the Evans
Memorial Department on East Concord St., and the Nash
House on Everett St.’Dorchester. The Hospital Committee
Sha11 exercise its functions in all departments of the Hospital,
except such as the Trustees may place in the jurisdiction of
another Committee.
The Committee shall advise with the Superintendent in rela-
tion to all matters’and all bills for supplies, fumiture, and
Ordinary repairs’With all pay-rdls shall be approved, before
Payment, by the Committee, Or by the Chairman or other mem-
ber thereof, When duly authorized by said Committee. Vacan-
Cies upon the Committee shall be糾ed by the Presideut of the
Hospital, Subject to the approval of the Trustees. The Com-
mittee shall meet monthly at such times as it may determine,
or when called t6gether by the Superintendent. They shall
report to the Trustees upon all important ma.tters, With any
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SuggeStions which they may deem advisable ; and shall bring
to tlle attention of the Trustees any matters upon which, in
their judgment, the Trustees should be informed.
Tlley Shall audit the accounts of the Superintendent, and
shall advise with him as to the method and system of keeping
the ac∞untS that he is required to keep; and a11 drafts made
by the Superintendent upon the Treasurer shall be approved,
before payment, dy the Committee, Or by some member thereof
duly authorized.
The Committee shall have power to empIoy expert assist-
ance in exammmg aCCountS.
ARTICLE IV
S uperintendent
I. At the Annual Meeting of the Trustees a Superintendent
Sha11 be appointed to hold o鯖ce for one year, Or until his suc-
CeSSOr is appointed, at SuCh salary as may be fixed by the
Trustees.
2. The superintendent sha11 give his professional services
Wholly to the Hospital, and shall have the charge and control
Of it, including the immediate superintendence of the medical
and surgical departments, eXCePt aS tO the treatment of pa-
tients. All the resident o航cers and empIoyees of the Hospital
Shall be under his orders. He shall appoint and may discharge
a superintendent of nurses, an engineer, a, housekeeper, and
Other empIoyees. He shall define their duties, and, Subject to
the approval of the Hospital Committee, fix the salaries and
WageS Of all persons employed by him. He shall purchase, Or
direct the purchase ofタfumiture, ProVisions, medicines, Sur-
gical instruments, and other supplies and materials. He shall
have charge of the medical and surgical supplies and_‾instru-
ments required in the Hospital. He sha11 have power, With
the approval of the Hospital Committee, tO make any ordinary
repairs, tO an amOunt nOt eXCeeding five hundred dollars.
3. He shall collect all dues from patients, and shall remit
said dues to the Treasurer as often as once a month. He
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shall keep an account of his receipts and expenditures’Which’
with vouchers, Shall be presented for approval to the Hospital
Committee monthly, Or Oftener if required・ At each quarterly
meeti鼠g Of the Trustees he shall present a statement of all
money received or disbursed by him in behalf of the Hospital
for the草revious quarter’tOgether with a certificate that the
same has been examined and a.udited by the Hospital Com-
mittee. With the approva’l of血e Hospital Committee he shall
draw llPOn the Treasurer for any funds he‾inay require.
4. He sha,11 admit patients to the Hospital and assign them
to their several wards. He sha11, With the approval of the
Hospital Committee, decide the rate to be charged for board,
or, if any free beds be unocour;ied’he may grant admission
to them. He shall keep, Or CauSe tO be kept’a record of血e
name, SeX, age, birthplaceJ reSidence, and disease of every
applicant, and, if admitted’Of the date and tems of admis-
sion, and the dates of all discharges, and also the date of de-
cease’in all cases; and this record’in a tal〕ular form’Sha11 be
open to the inspection of any of the Trustees and of the mem-
bers of the Medical and Surgical Sta癒.
5. He shall report to the attending physicians or surgeon
the names of all patients whose time has expired; and at
each quarterly meeting of血e Trustees he shal1 1ay before
them a list of a11 patients who have been in the house over
three months. He shall discharge patients) Wi血the approval
Of the attending physician or surgeon・
’ 6. He shall’in the absence of the visiting members of the
Medical and Surgical Sta節, decide upon the case of any ad-
mitted patient suspected of being afflicted with any contagious
disease, and at once remove such patient from any ward’and’
in his discretion, from the Hospital. Whenever, in his judg-
ment, Patients misbehave, Or Violate any rules, he ma.y remove
Or discharge them, rePOrting such cases’Without delay, tO the
Hospital Committee.
7. He sha11 report in writing to血e Trustees, at each of
血eir stated quarterly meetings, the condition of血e Hospital
in its several departments during the preceding quarter・ This
report shall exhibit the number of applicants for admission,
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the sex and birthplace of血e applicants,血e number refused,
the number of paying and of free patients admitted, the num葛
ber discharged and血eir conditionタthe number deceased, and
the number of free and paying patients respectively remalnlng
与n the Hospital. The report made by the Superinten昆重lt tO
the Trustees at the quarterly meeting in January shall be for
the previous year.
8. He shall make any rules and regulations that he・may
think fit for the govemment of the empIoyees and patients,
and for the managements of the Hospital, nOt inconsistent
With the By-Laws of the corporation or the Orders of the
Trustees.　　‘
9. He shall, uPon the death of any patient言mmediately
apprise his friends’Shall sign a certificate of dea血, and shall
fumish the city registrar with a copy of the same. He shall
also state the time and cause of death’and the disposition made
Of the body’Whether delivered to friends or buried from the
Hospital’and in the last case sha11 mention the place of in-
tement・ He shall see that no autopsy is made but with the
COnSent Of the family or friends of the decea,Sed.
ARTICLE V
Medica’l and Surgical Staff
I. The Trustees shall’at their Annual Meeting, aPPOint a
Medical and Surgical Staff’tO COnSist of such physicians and
SurgeOnS aS the Trustees shall detemine. The members shall
hold o航ce for the term of one year and until their successors
are appointed.
2・ There shall be a General Executive Comm王ttee, conSist-
ing of the two physicians of the Medical Executive Committee,
the two surgeons of the Surgical Executive Committee, and
the Superintendent. The Superintendent shall act as Secretary
Of the Committee.
This Committee shall have general supervision of all work
re宣ating to the treatment of patients.
The General Executive Committee sha11 prescribe, Subject
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to the confirmation of the Trustees, house rules for the man-
agement of the various medical a’nd surgical departments・
No person sha11 be eligible to active service in any depart-
ment of the Hospital after attaining the age of the sixty
yearS・
Afterr the retirement of the present senior physician and
Senior surgeons, those positions sha11 be abolished.
3. The Medical Sta節shall consist of a senior physician,
two physicians, Visiting physicians, aSSistant visiting physicians
and assistant physicians to the Out-Pat王ent Department.
There shall be a Medical Executive Committee, tO COnSist
Of the two physicians and the Superintendent. This Committee
Shall have general direction of the medical services in all de-
PartmentS Of the Hospital. The.Superintendent shall be the
Secretary of this Committee.
In case of proIonged absence of one of the Medical Execu-
tive Committee, Other than the Superintendent, the vacancy
Shall be filled by the visiting physician on duty.
The senior physician sha11 designate to the Medical Execu-
tive Committee the work he desires to do during the year.
A11 nominations shall be made by the Medical Executive
Committee to the Trustees for their action.
Visiting physicians shall have such services as the Medical
Executive Committee determines. Assistant visiting physi-
Cians shall be on duty in the Hospital and in the Out-Patient
Department as may be determined by the Medical Executive
Committee.
4. The Surgical Staff shall consist of: tWO Senior surgeons,
two surgeons, Visiting surgeons, aSSistant visiting surgeons,
assistants as required.
There shall be a Surgical Executive Committee, tO COnSist
Of the two surgeons and the Superintendent of the Hospital,
and in matters pertaining to the obstetrical, Orthop2edic, nOSe
and throat, eye and ear departments, a rePreSentative of that
SPeCial department shall be a member of this Committee.
This Committee shall have general charge of the surgical
SerVices in all departments of the Hospital. The Superin-
tendent shall be Secretary of this Committee.
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In case of proIonged absence of a member of the Surgical
Executive Committee, Other than the Superintendent,血e va-
CanCy Shall be創1ed by the visiting surgeon on duty on the
SerVice of which血e surgeon is absent.
The senior surgeons shall designate to the Surgical Execu-
tive Committee, at the beginning of each year, the work they
desire to do during the year.
Each surgeon sha11 have, under the direction of the Surgical
Executive Conmittee, entire charge of his service during the
whole year. This service also includes the Out-Patient De-
Partment. A surgeon may QPerate uPOn Such cases upon his
service as he elects, Subject to the requlrementS Of the Surgica,l
Executive Committee. He is responsible for a11 work done
on his service.
A visiting surgeon shall have a regular service of six months.
Visiting surgeons wi11 do the routine service and in addition
they may have special work under the control of the Surgical
Executive Committee. To aid them, there will be assistant
Visiting surgeons, Who, in addition to the routine work, may
also do special work.
All nominations sha11 be made by the Surgical Executivq
Committee to the Trustees for their action.
Each surgeon, Visiting surgeon or assistant visiting surgeon
having special cases assigned him dy the Surgical Executive
Committee shall prepare and present annually a monograph
upon the subject.
ARTICLE VI
No physician or surgeon who owns, conducts, Or is finan-
Cially interested in a private Hospital, Shall be digible as a
member of the Medical or Surgical Sta.節.
ARTICLE VII
Superintendent’s Assistant
I. The Trustees may, at their discretion, apPOint a physi-
Cian as Assistant to the Superintendent, tO be nominated by
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him for-the approval of the Trustees. Such Assistant shall
live at the Hospital’and shall exercise such authority and
Perform such duties as may be prescribed by the Superin-
tendent. The salary of the Assistant shall be fixed by血e
Trustees.
ARTICLE VIII
Intemes
I. The Intemes shall be appointed by the Trustees upon the
nomination of the General Executive Committee. They shall
reside at the Hospital’and shall not absent themselves for
more than two hours at any time without the consent of the
Superintendent ; and on no account shall a11 be absent from the
Hospital at血e same time’unless it be in attendance upon
medical lectures in血e adjoining college at such time as their
S料vices may not be required in the Hospital.
2・ They shall accompany the attending physician or sur-
geon respectively in their daily visits, make a careful record
Of the cases’the treatment’and the prescribed diet’PrePare
the medicine as directed’and deliver the same, tQgether with
the necessary orders’tO the nurses’directly after the moming
3. They shall have charge’under the direction of the Super-
intendent, Of the medical and surgical apparatus, and the
library of the Hospital.
4. They shall attend to patients on their admission, and
Shall’under the direction of the Superintendent’make arrange-
ments for their comfort before they are seen by their regular
medical attendant; and・ besides the moming visit with the
attending physician or surgeon, they shall make a daily even-
ing visit to each patient between the hours of 7 and 8 p. M.,
and at such other times a.s they may be requested to do so
by the Superintendent or nurse. They shall, When directed
by the Superintendent, See all persons who apply for admis-
§ion, either for themselves or their friends, and shall see or
Visit the patient befofe admission to the Hospital.
5. The duties of the Intemes shall be as nearly equally
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divided as may be expedient or practicable in the opinion of
the Superintendent.
ARTICLE IX
Rules and Regula,tions Goveming the Admission and Care
of Patients
I. Hospital ward.rates are from $IO.5O to?2I Per Week,
according to the size and lacation of the wards. Rates for
private r∞mS are $2I and upwards per week, aこcording to
the size and location of the r∞mS・ Any room occupied by
more than one patient is a ward.
2・ All patients on free beds or admitted as free patients,
all who pay reduced hospital rates’and all who pay not ex-
Ceeding $IO.5O a Week are ``house patients.’’ All who pay
more than?IO.5O a Week but less血an?2I a week are also
“house patients,, unless they are the private patients of a
member of the Medical and Surgical Sta節・ House patients
Shall have gratuitous medical, Surgical, Or Obstetrical treatment
from the member of the Medical or Surgical Sta節on duty.
Applicants for free care and treatment, Or for care and treat-
ment at reduced rates, muSt Satisfy the Superintendent that
they are unable to pay Hospital rates.
3. Patients who apply to the Hospital for care and
treatment at full rates of $2I a Week and upwards shall be
entitled, if admitted, tO be at no expense f6r board and foi
the services of a floor nurse for their reasona,ble needs. Such
Patients shall’before entrance’arra’nge With the physician,
SurgeOn, Or Obstetrician on duty, for payment of reasonal)le
Professional fees’and this arrangement sha11 b6 in writing,
Signed by the patient and the physician, SurgeOn, Or Obstetri-
Cian on duty’and shall be創ed by the Superintendent; but the
Superintendent may’in his discretion, admit a patient into any
Ward or room without such arrangement, When he is satis丘ed
that such patient is unable to pay a professional fee, and, in
SuCh case’the patient shall be treated as a `` house patient.,,
4. The private patient of any member of the Medical or
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Surgical Sta惜entering the Hospital as such・ and paying fu11
rates above?IO.5O a Week, Shall have the professional attend-
ance of the member whose private patient he is’and such
member sha11 make arrangement with the patient for such
recompense for his professional services as may be mutually
agreed upon, tO be paid after the patient has paid the Hospital
its regular full rate for board, nurSmg, and extras.
Anv member of the Massachusetts Honcopathic Medical
Society may’With the sanction of the General Executive Com-
mittee, Or the consent of the attending physician’SurgeOn’Or
。bstetrician and血e Superintendent’attend his private patient
in the Hospita,1, under the provision of this rule; PrOVided that
such patient pays to the Hospital the full rate per week of
$2I Or uPWards, aCCOrding to the accommodations.
Provided, however, that any physician in good standing in
Massachusetts may so attend his private patient su節ering from
scarlet fever, Or diphtheria, in the Jchn C. Haynes Memorial
buildings, With the approval of the Superintendent・
5. No operation shall be undertaken in the Hospital by
other than a member of the Surgical Sta籍, Or by one of the
やecialists or obstetricians of the Medical and Surgical Sta節・‘in his specialtyJ eXCePt With the sanction of the General Execu-
tive Committee’Or the consent of the surgeon on duty and the
Superintendent.
6. Extra charges will be made, eXCePt for patients on free
beds, aS follows :
(I) For the board of each special nurse a charge of?I
for each day of twenty-four hours; it being understood that
the patient shall be responsible directly to the nurse for her
regular pay・
(2)馳gh-Priced game, fruit or drugs, malt or alcoholic
liquors, and the various proprietary foods’emulsions’etC.,
when used by the bottle; also special apparatus ma'de to
order.
(3) Massage.
(4) Ambulance.
(5) Surgical supplies. This charge wi11 be a fee of $5 tO
all paying patients who undergo surgical treatment’and is
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meant to cover cost of materials in the amphitheatre and of
after dressings.
Patients will be examined at the Hospital in order to deter-
mine the advisability of admission・ The examination wi11 be
made gratuitously by the examining車ysician or surgeon dur-
ing the regular hours of attendance) Which are usually between
II A.M.and I2M.
A11 out-Patients operated upon in the Hospital wi11 be
Charged a fee of $2 for care and attention; When ∞CuPying
a room, a fee of?4.
Accounts are rendered each Friday, and are either presented
to the patients, Or Sent by mail to friends as desired. These
accounts are for the week in advance, and payment is so
requested. A pro rata amount will be refunded to the
Patient if leaving before血e expiration of the date of the bill
as paid.
General visiting days are Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays,
and Sundays from 3 tO 4 P. M. No patient wi11 be allowed to
See mOre than one visitor during any visiting hour. While
more latitude can be allowed those in private rooms, it is done
as a favor, and must be kept within proper Iimit. Physicians
Will therefore avoid telling their patients, “You may see
Visitors whenever you want to,’’as it is entirdy within the
COntrOI of the Superintendent.
Patients are not allowed to see any one on the day of an
OPeration, nOr afterwards, until permission has been given by
the attending surgeon.
Relatives wi11 not be received into the Hospital with血e
Patients, nOr Will they be allowed to remain with them during
the night’eXCePt by the express directions of the attending
Physician or surgeon, Wi血the consent of the Superintendent.
A change in underwear’a Warm’loose wrapper, and soft
Slippers for use in first sitting up’are all the special dothing
required. So far as possible the bringing of large pieces of
baggage is to be avoided.
Fruit,宜owers, and delicacies are usually allowed to patients’
but must not be given without consulting the nurse in charge,
and should be sent in small quantities to avoid waste. Con一
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fections of all kinds and articles of food are strictly prchibited,
and must not be brought to the Hospital.
After the necessity for admission to the Hospital has been
determined, the丘nancial arrangements must be made with the
Superintendent’Who will otherwise not be responsible for any
misunderstanding of the rates・
Free patients from places without this “State will‾ not be
admitted if there is a waiting list of those belonging to this
State.
All money and valuables belonging to patients must be de-
posited in the safe at the Hospital, and a receipt will be given
therefor. Every reasonable precaution will be taken to guard
them safely.
ARTICLE X
General Rules for Patients
I. Patients, On admission, Shall give security satisfactory
to the Superintendent for the payment of expenses in the
Hosp ital.
2. In cases of accident or emergency, Patients sha11 be ad-
mitted without delay, and provided for as well as circum葛
StanCeS Will permit.
3. Persons su節ering from syphilis, delirium tremens, OPium
habit, Or insanity, Shall not be admitted.
4. No patient shall be allowed to remain longer than three
months, eXCePt by the consent of the Superintendent.
5. Whenever a patient is removed or discharged from the
Hospital without the consent of the attending physician or
surgeon, the Superintendent shall cause a statement of血e
circumstances of such removal or discharge to be entered on
the record of the Hospital.
6. Patients must be in their proper places in the wards
during the daily medical and surgical visits between I| A. M.
and I2 M・, and always by 8 p. M., unless specially exempted
by the Superintendent.
7. Patients sha11 not visit other wards without the consent
Of the Superintendent.
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8. Those free patients who are able are expected to assist
in nursing and in other such services as may reasonably be
required of them.
9. No patient sha11 purchase’Or CauSe any member of the
household to purchase for him, any article of food or any other
article without the consent of the Superintendent.
IO. Profane or obscene language, nOISy Or loud talking and
incivility are prohibited.
II. The use of tobacco, Wine, and intoxicating liquors is
prohibited, unless prescribed by the attending physician or
SurgeOn ・
工2・ Patients may be visited by clergymen of their own selec-
tion, and the wish for the performance of any particular re-
1igious rite shall be indulged when practicable.
I3. The rules of the Hospital must be implicitly obeyed by
the patients. Should any patient wilfully or persistenly dis-
regard these rules, the friends will be notified to take him
away’Or’failing to do so’he will be discharged.
I4. Complaints may be made to the Superintendent’and’
when reasonable, Shall be obviated or reported by him to the
Trustees.
ARTICLE XI
The Standing Orders are subject to alteration, amendment,
Or rePeal at the pleasure of the Trustees; but they shall not
be altered, amended, rePealed or suspended at a. meeting at
which less than fifteen members are present, unless notice has
been given in the call for the meeting that changes in the
Standing Orders will be proposed.
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Homoeopathic Aid Association
The increased interest in the work of the Hospital has led
to the formation, in different places, Of associations for the
PurPOSe Of aiding this Hospital, aS Well as other homceopathic
institutions・ Not only by the annual membership fees, but by
SPeCial e衛orts, SuCh as subscriptions, COnCertS, 1ectures, Pri-
Vate theatricals, fairs, coffee pa.rties, etC., Su競cient sums have
been raised to support one or more beds in the Hospital.
Similar associations in any town containing any considerab重e
number of persons friendly to homceopathy or to this Hospital’
WOuld be of great service. The following Constitution has
been adopted by those already formed ;
Constitu tion
NAME
ARTICLE I. This Association shall be called the
Pathic Aid Association.
Ho m∞〇一
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ART. 2. It§ Object shall be to assist the Massachusetts Homceopathic
Hospital, Or any Other homceopathic institution,一When so decided by
a majority of the members at a regular meeting of the A§SOCiation.
It may, by annual dues, Subscriptions, entertainments, Or SuCh other
means as may be determined, SeCure the use of a bed in the Massa-
Chusetts Homceopathic Hospital for worthy and needy patients, in
accordance wi血the rules of the Hospital.
ART. 3. Any person may become a member for one year by paying
One dollar, Or a life member by paying ten dollars at one time, there-
for, tO the Treasurer.
OFF重CE京S
Am. 4. The o航cers shall be a President, tWO Vice-Presidents, a
Secretary, and a Trea§urer, Who shall form an Executive Committee.
They shall be elected (after the prescnt year) at the Annual Meeting
of the Association, On the first Wednesday of October, for thc term
O書one year, Or until others are chosen. They shall perform the duties
usually pertaining to their several o鏡ces.
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Roxbury Homoeopathic Aid Association
O魚cers for 1916
P′eS微e諦
MRS. SIDNEY M. HEDGES
Vice・PγeS細e加S
MRS. SAMUEL H. CALDERWOOD M重SS I。A HuNNEMAN
TIeαふ調γeγ
M重SS E. A. HuNNBMAN
虎`γelαタダ
MRS. MARY J. Cu剛I§
Au俄のγ
MRS. CHARI,ES F. KING
The work of the Association for the yea,r I9I5 ha,S gOne On aS uSual.
We did not have as many ca11s as has been the ca,Se in recent years from
Our frie皿ds, tO Pla,Ce Pa,tients in the hospital, bu七we hope this year, if
anyone knows of a poor person needing hospital assistance, they will apply
to us, aS We are banded together for the good we can do for others.
Our membership is being continually depleted by dea,th and removals
from the city, but we hope some new ones may become interested and
JO皿uS・
The annual membership fee is $I.OO and the payment of this sum enこねles
One tO Place a, needy patient in the hospita,1 for three weeks or more with-
Out Charge to the patient.
May we not make a special effort to secure some new members and
thereby do a good deed of charity toward some worthy person in need of
What we are prepared to offer?
Respectfully submitted,
MAR+ J. CuRTIS,
Seoγela?γ.
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Brookline Homoeopathic Aid Association
O缶cers for 1916
PγeSidel海
MISS H. ALMA CuMM重NGS
Viα-PγeSide海S
MRS. J. W. CI,APP MRS. J. W. EDGERI,Y
Secγeiα′γ
MRS. MAURICE WoRCESTER TuRN腿
7才eαSαγeγ
MISS AMY CLAPP
E簿e`αiゐe Boαγd
態患蓬蕊最　蕊認諾
MRS. C. W. KE重しOGG
The thirty-first annual meeting of the Brookline Homccopathic Aid
Association was held at the bome of Mrs. Maurice Worcester Tmerl I27
Harvard Street, on Wednesday, October the 27th.
The demands on the Associa,tion咄s yea,r have been very light, SO
financia11y it is in very good condition.
The patients sent to the Sunny Bank Convales∞nt Home in Watertown
Were Very apPreCiative of their treatment there.
Several new members have been added to the Association. It records
With regret the deaths of two members・ Mrs. Geo. B. Rice and Miss Lydia
C. Head.
A寄りY R. TひRN取,
Seo′eめり.
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Methods of Aiding the Massachusetts
Homceopathic Hospital
Any person can aid the Hospital by contributing in either
Of the following ways :
重. Donations of money in any amount and at any time, a3
it is always needed; also of fruit, flowers, Vegetables, PrO置
Visions, books, OrnamentS, CIothing, bandage§, Old linen, and
Whatever is necessary or useful for the sick.
2・ Annual subscriptions, to be paid at any timc during thc
year, and continued at the win of the donor.
3. One hundred dollars for membership.
4. One hundred and fifty dollars狐nually for a free bed,
to be used six months in the year.
5. One thousand do11ars for a free bed, to be used three
months each year during the donor’s life.
6. Twenty-five hundred dollars for a free bed, tO be used
all the time, if desired, during the donor’s life.
7. Five thousand dollars for a permanent free bed, Which
may be kept always occupied by the donor.
8. Any sum of money given or collected for free beds, for
which a certificate is issued which entitles the holder to a free
bed within one year, to the full amount of the certificate at
the established Hospital rates. By this method, almost any
PerSOn may SeCure the controI of a free bed.
Form of Bequest
Give and bequeath to the Massachusetts Homceo-
Pathic Hospital, tO be paid by my executors to the person
acting as Treasurer, the sum of … …… …....・ …dollars,
to be applied to the charitable uses and purposes of said Hos置
Pital under the direction of its Board of O飯cers.
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Officers of the Sunny Bank Home
ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK
1916
PγeS㌶el房
EDWARD H. MASON
協`e-P′e料deわ応
WA重でER WESSEしHOE蘭, M.D.
HENRY S. GREW
TALBOでALDR重CH
Ez議H. BARER
しERoY S. BROW討
B. PRESTON CLARK
CoL. CHARLES R. CoDMAN
C田ARLES F. DowsE
ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK
HENRY S. GREW
WAI‘でER WESSELHOEFT, M.D.
T履5iees
HERBERT D. HEATHFIELD
JoHN H. KEN。ALL
EDWARD H. MASON
N. EMMONS PAINE, M,D.
CHARLES J. PRESCOTT
ELWYN G. PRESTON
WM. S. RIC田ARDSON
CoL. CRANMORE N. WALLACE
EDMUND A. WHITMAN
WM. F. WHITTEMORB
MRS. THOMAS B. ALDRTCH MRS. FRANCIS R. ALLEN
TわαS%γeγ
ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK, I5 State Street,H3oston
Cゐγ鳥
EzRA H. BAKER, 23 Ames Building謡oston
CH▲RLES F. DowsE
A u秘0γS
JoHN H. KENDAI,L
E鯵eC諦めe α脇肋海ee
EDWARD H. MASON
MRS. THOMAS BAnEY AI,。RTCH
HENRY S. GREW
Ez耽H.賦AKE最
ARTHUR F. EsTABROOK
B. PRESTON CLARK
工重工
Sunny Bank Home
Movement of Population
重9重5
Number remaining December 3重, I9I4.　IO
Nrmber admitted during year I9I5. ‥　I84
Number treated during the year. … …　　I94
Number discharged during the year …　　I83
Number remaining December 3I, I9I5.　I重
Tota,l number days board fumished , ‥　3,39|
Daily average number of patients … ‥　　9.29
Dailypercapitacost… ………….　$重.33
Receipts
Boa重d……….,
Far皿……….1
Medical supplies.
Sund瓦es… …. -
$4○○. 42
$重,840.27
T〇七al… … … … … ‥　　　　　釦,265.26
Expenditures
Provisions.‥‥ ‥‥‥‥.‥..
Fudandligh七‥. ‥.‥‥‥‥
Iceandwater‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥
Medical and surgical supplies.
Repa轟s.‥....‥‥.‥‥.‥.
Stationery and printing. ‥. ‥
Salaries.‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥.‥.
Expense…‥..‥‥‥.‥‥‥
L嵐undry.‥.....‥‥.‥‥‥
‥　参I,253.36
3 59・90
I2〇・〇9
4I.06
224. 56
6.3重
　I ,679.29
7重3・69
96.○○
Tot塊………………….…　参4,494.26
$495.84
重.2o
32.05
$重,0偶.64
52 9.09
釦,572.73
$I ,084.2重
3重I・90
重3重.79
重9.2重
工O7・33
7.3I
重,735.65
86重.69
96.00
$4,3 55.09
???????
ADMISSION OF PATIENTS
All applications for adm王ssion to the Hospital, Whether
for free or for paying patients, Should be made to血e Super-
intendent, Who will ascertain i登the case is suitable, and謙
SO, Will fumish an admission paper to the applicant. Ap-
Plication can bc made at血e Hospital at′ any hour.
The arrangements for free patients, and also for roo調度,
attendance, temS, etC., for paying patients. mlist be made
With the Superintendent before admission.
EMERGENCY CASES
In cases of accident or of extreme emergency, the patient
On COming to the Hospital will be admitted without delay,
and provided for as we11 as circumstances wi11 permit. It
is, however, better, if possible, to nOtify血e Superintendent
beforehand,血at suitable a調angements may be made.
NURSES
〆The address of any of the graduates of the Massachu-
setts Homceopa血ic Hospital Training School for Nurses
may be obtained at the Directory of Nu鳩esタ17 St・ Mary,s
Street, Brookline.
/∴臆“‥ニー
饗二へ一
饗蘭
こ主著
